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ABSTRACT 

Faculfy of Engineering and Appl ied Science. 
Institui-e of Sound and VibraHon Research. 

Doctor of Phi I osophy 

Human response to vibration: some studies of percepHon and startle. 
by John Roder i ck Me Kay. 

Experiments are described, the purpose of whi ch were to investigate the percepl"ion 

and startle responses to whole bodYI .veri-ical, sinusoidal vibration. An initial 

review showed that existing threshold of perception curves extend over a range of 

40 dB. Some of the experiments attempted to explc:in j'he contributory sources 

of variance and some attempted to explain the nature of the way in which man 

perceives vibration, About 100 different subjects were used and some took part 

in several experiments so that there were some 200 subjec1/experiment exposures. 

The tradilionally held belief in a step-like psychometric function for the 

perception of vibration was shown to be misleading. Most of fhe following 

experimental variables were found to significantly infl uence perception: 

vibration frequencYI background vibration, acoustic noise, subject versus 

experimenter presentation of stimulus r burst versus continuously varying 

stimul us presentation, analysis, methods for dej'ermini ng percepnon, subj eets I 

vision r footwear r sex r posturer aHention, response crHerion and type of footrest. 

The extent of within and between subject variance was also determined. 

In the startle invesl"igation r psychophysiological and subjective responses 

to short duration stimuli were recorded in twelve males. Heart rate, j'he 

galvanic skin response and vasoreaction at the forehead were recorded 

continuously. The stimulus evoked response in each of these three autonomic 

fundi ons was found j-o be distinguishable from normal fluctuations in the same 

function. A method of magni tude estimai"ion of j-he feeli ngs of sl"artle was 

used. Bol-h the objeci"ive and subjective indices were sensHive to stimulus 

magnitude but only the heart rate showed sign of change on repetition. The 

degree of correlation between t-he autonomic and subjedive measurements was 

poor. The relevance of j-he resull's j-o psychophysiological l'heory is presented 

and discussed. 

The more practical relevance of bol'h Ihe perception and startle investigal'ions j-o 

the human response to building vibrai"ions is discussed "'lith particular reference to 

excitation by sonic boom, 
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INTRODUCTION 

Noise and vibration have been part of our lives for as long as 

we can remember and willfnodoubt, continue to be. At the same time, 

man has assessed j-heir effects and responded to them, according to their 

characi"erisHcs and his previous experience of them. More recently I man 

has developed instrumentation for measuring the physical attributes of a 

noise and vibraf"ion environment but he has made somewhat less progress 

in the measurement of his feelings evoked by such environmenj-s. This 

thesis examines two j-ypes of feeling induced by vibra-Hon: perception and 

startle. 

More parf'i cularly, this investigati on set out to dej-ermine some 

effeci"s on man of shortduraj-ion vibral'ion with special reference j-o sonic 

boom induced building vibration. A close look at these vibral'ion 

measurements made in bui Idings overflown supersonically I showed their 

range to extend from iust perceptible to "unpleasant" according 10 some 

sources (Goldman, Ref. 8). Since research ird-o the human response 

to vibration has continued for at least 70 years we would expect j-hat, at first 

glance, the boundary of percepl'ion would be fairly '1yell defined. Such an 

assumption, however, is erroneous and this is supporj-ed by existing threshol ds 

of perception which, although purporting to represent an absolute, differ by 

as much as 40 dB (see Fig .1). 

Quite clearly, if the question of subjedive responses to sonic boom 

induced vibraj-ion . is to be answered then furthe;- investigation of perception 

and particularly the sources of variance is a pre requisite. This assumes that 

percepl<ion is one of the more important caj<egories of response. Some would 



argue that j-his is not so ond thot it hordly maj-ters whefher man can ani), 

iust or clearly feel a particular vibration. Others would disagree. For 

example, fhe Engl ish courts (Ref. 27) have recently ruled auf j-he operaj-ion, 

at night, of factory machinery which resulted in complaints of building 

vibration from resideni-s living nearby. The basis for this decision was lhat l-he 

residenj-s could feel the vibration frorn this source ond that, at nighj-, this wos 

a nuisance not to be permitted. 

The opprooch to percepi<ion is comprised, firstly, of on understondi ng 

of the noture of perception I followed by an oltempj- j-o tacvle the sources 

of fhe 40dB voriance. A host of these sources are investigated on an 

experimeni-ol basis ond perhops the mosj- important is linked wHh the 

naj-ure of perception: namely I the confidence with whi ch judgemenj<s 

of percpetion ore made. Swets (Ref. 26) writes: "There is now reason 'fO believe 

that sensory excitation varies continuously and that an apparent fhreshold 

cut in the continuum results simply fiOm restricling i-he observer to two 

categories of response". These being yes or no. 

Such a belief generates inleresl- in the nature of j-he psychometri c 

function for the perception of vibrotion. Sedion A3 exomines the nature of 

this function and attempts to satisfy the psychologist's interesL Using only 

one point selected from i-his function, subsequent sections attempt to answer 

the design engineers' questions regarding slimul us and other experirnenj-al 

variables. 

Havin~ looked aI' one end (perception) of the sonic boom induced 

building vibrotion range, a furl'her experiment examines the response to 
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higher levels of vibraj-ion, which nonetheless are typical of buildings excited 

by sonic boom. Perhaps lhe most important stimulus characterisHc, as far as 

man is concerned f is the short duration. As a resul t, if- is the startle aspect 

which forms the predominant feature of the response. Psychophysiological 

and subjective mel"hods of measurement are used: i"heir characteristics 

are presented and discussed along wilh the results in Section B. 
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CO",!CLUSI O~!S 

The existing information on the threshold of perception for whole 

body r vertical, sinusoidal vibration is presented and discussed along with 

the Ii mitaHons of j-his informcltion. Experiments are described r i·he aims of 

which were to make a more definitive study of the threshold r its variability 

and themosl appropriate experimental techniques used to define the threshold. 

I t is suggested thal' lhis i nformaj'ion is rei evant to man's percepJ-ion 

of vibral"ion in buildings and may therefore be of use j"O building designers 

and where complaints of vibration intrusion are made by the occupants of 

buildings. 

The jTaditionally held belief in a sj·ep~·like psychometric function 

for the perception of vibration was shown to be misleading. A lhreshold 

of perception in a group comprising twenly-·four male and twenty-four 

female subiects had a median of =- 0.003g and interquartile range of 

=- 0.002 j'O ~ 0.004g. A considerable number of experimental 

variables affecting perception w'ere investigated. These were j-he stirnul us 

characteristics: vibration frequency and background vi bration. The laboratory 

acousti c noise was sl'udied, as was the experimental method: subiect 

versus experimenter presentation of the stimulus/ burst- versus continuously 

varti ng stirnul us presentaHon I analysis and methods for del'ermi ni n9 thresholds. 

Subject variables were: vision I footvvear I sex, poshJre r aHentlon, response 

crHerion r vibral"ing and staHonory foolTests, wii-hin and between subject 

variance. Many of !-hese sources of variance were sf'atisl-j cally sign ifi cant. 
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Using one parti cular level of accuracy in measurement it 

waS shown j-hat perception does not change from NO to YES at a 

discrete level of vibration. I t was demonstrated that there is a range l 

of which this discrete level is a part I and over this range I the 

probabiI il-y of detection varies between 0 and 1.0. The inference 

should nol- be j-hat fhe threshold curve reported here is correct and oj-her 

thresholds are wrong: obviously, they are all right. But one reason 

why these thresholds do differ is because j-he measurement :sof 

different pari:; of the perception function. Other reasons why they 

do differ have been I isted above and j-hese are discussed in detai lin 

sedion A6.1. Ii- is regretabie that the importance of j-he experimental 

circumstances has only just been confirmed especially in view of the 

gaps in existing reports so clearly shown in Table I. 

The fwo existi ng extremes are Chaney and Meister and the experimenl'al 

differences are as follows: acoustic noise, vision, analysis, si'imulus presentation 

and sj"imulus control. These lwo extremes l being about 40 dB apart aj" 

2.5 HZI would have been closer by 1.5 1 2.5 1 71 I and I dB respectively: 

a total of 13dB I according to the results of j-he author's own experimenls. 

However l inadequacies in reporting or experimenj-ol technique by both 

auf-hors could lead to the following experimental differences: background 

vibration, footwear l subiect response criterion l variance within and behveen 

subjects. Their respective contri butions have been shown to be of the 

order of 20, ! 19.51 6 and 14 dB. 
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The conclusions of the sl-udy of vibration induced startle are a function 

of the two types of response which were measured: pS}lchophysiological and 

subjective. The fundamental autonomic problem waS to define the normal 

fl uctuations in j-he response and subsequently compare these with the stimulated 

response. At a slimulus level lypical of buildings the heart rate response was 

distinct from normal fluctual-ions and was dependent on both sl'imulus 

magnitude and number of repetitions. Beat by beat J there is a tendency 

for increased rate for six pos]- stimul us beats and therecfter I a tendency for 

reduced rate. 

The other cardiovascular measures were of fhe forehead vasoreacj-ion. 

More limited differences were observed belween the stimulus and coniTol 

responses: blood vol ume showing greater reactivity than pulse ampl Hude. 

Stimulus magnitude was a dependent variable. 

The galvanic skin response was seen to ogree with the cardiac response 

in as much as it was sensitive to stimulus magnitude and showed differences 

between stimul us evoked responses and spontaneous fl uctuations. 

With regard to habituation the heart rate was the only response whose 

nature hanged on repeated stimulati on .. This change was towards 

reduced magnitude of response and to a less distinct biphasic cardiac pattern. 

The impl ications of these results are discussed. Psychophysiologi cal theory 

and parf-i eularl)' Sokolov's (Ref. 37) theory of the orien1-ing and startle 

responses are considered. 
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In order to give these autonomic changes some practical 

significance, a method for subjective assessment of storlie was developed 

and used, despite its limitations which were discussed. On f'he one hand r 

there are the results of objective or unconsciously controlled physiological 

measurements and on the other hand r the rneasuremenls of subjective sensations. 

The two types of response agreed in respect of their sensiTIvity 

to stimulus magnitude but not repeated stimulation: head rate alone showed significant 

changewithrepetition. With regard to the degree of correlation between 

the subjective and so-called objective measurements, the results were 

extremely disappointing. Possibl e reasons for this are discussed. 

There is one common theme in the resulf-s for boj-h perception 

and startle and this concerns the nature of the response. Traditionally f 

we have looked for a simple categorisation of the response r for example r 

startl e or orienj-ing; perceived or not. The resul ts reported here indi cate a 

wide variety of responses, be it orienting or perception. Whether or nolo 

there exists a threshold for perception or startle will depend on whether 

we are prepared to select a particular response criterion and lhis is, 

in turn modulated by the experimental circumstances. 

It could be argued that there is no thresholdi only different kinds of 

response. 
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Section A PERCEPTIOI''-l 
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SECTION PERCEPTION 

AI. INTRODUCTION 

The threshold of perception for whole body, vertical, sinusoidal 

vibral'ion has been del'ermined in a number of previous investigations: 

why does the need arise to repeal- Ihis fype of study? Why has one 

reviewer (Ref. 7) stated thaI': "I'here have not yet been many satisfactory 

studies of the j'hreshold ... "? 

A cursory glance at the resul ts of this earl ier work reveals much 

confusion and some contradiction in the threshold, according 1'0 

the investigator and oj' certain vibration frequencies, lying over a 

range of at least 100 to I on the acceleranon scale. 

Why has this spread in the data occurred? A threshold is an elusive 

phenomenon being dependent on many facl'ors. However, the discriminative 

behaviour of an individual is commonly expressed as a fundion of two items: 

his sensitivity and his response criJ-erion. 

His sensitivii"y is determined not only by l'he sensory apparatus of the 

individual but also by parameters of the stimulus and other aspects of I'he physical 

circumstances of the experiment. His response criterion may depend on his mente.11 

and physical activil'y including motivation, learning and expectancy. Perhaps 

even more irnportanl' is the individual IS own definition of "perceived" which 

may vary from sure to unsure and may lead to varying probabilities of detection. 

Moreover, the expedmenl'er may also have a definition of "perceived" which 

is in j'urn a fund-ion of the method he adopts j'o determine sensitivity. 
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As a result, a threshold should be considered as a range of (un)

certainj-y. The threshold may lhen be defined by a particular value, chosen 

from the range, according to some predetermined method. Sedion A2 

evaluaj-es previous investigations in the light of relevant experimental 

variables revealing a diversity of techniques t where fhese have been 

reported. 

To date, j-here is evidence of a wide range which the mean of specific popul

ations have described, by various methods, as perceptible. Building 

designers and the courts evaluating complainl" of building vibraj-ion t 

already make use of j-his data. However/ its limitations are less 

well recognised including the relevance of the data j-o the circumslances 

of building vibralion. Furthermore, there is very liltle data on variance 

due to popdation alone and j-here has been no adequai-e sl"atisJ-icai 

treatment of resul ts 1"0 determine the exj'ent of differences due to 

parameters of the stimulus and subjed variables. What is more there 

has been no validation of methods used to define the j-hreshold. 

Building structures may be set in motion by a number of sources 

including indusj-rial machinerYt road, rail and air fraffic and internal 

sources such as fooHall. There are two basic response paiterns of building 

floors t these being jhe structural elemen! of interest here. First, in 

response to a single shock impulse t such as pile driving or sonic boom, 

the nal"ural frequency of the structure forms the predominant feal'ure. 

The second mode of response arises from more continuous excil'ation 

such as ground ITaffic and nearby industrial planj" and in this case the 

response is usually a more complex harmonic motion lhe predominant 

10 



frequency being characferistic of j-he exciting force. t\ comparison of human 

sensitivity to vibration with that of a building structure or fabric shows that 

damage to the latter occurs at vibration levels considerably higher than those 

first perceived by man. 

With respect to the vibration of buildings, there ore two fundamental 

quesnons. First and where the experimental circumstances closely approach 

normal human activity in buildings, the factors governing perception should be 

more clearly defined. This perception study should make a clear stat-emeni-

of human variabiI ily and other relevant variables. Second and where a 

vibration level is perceptible,research should evaluate the impodance of 

stimulus duration, interval, intensity and frequency in the special context 

of buildings. The varial-ion in the threshold of percepHon or disturbance 

arising from variations in human activity is a subject also needing research, 

in particular whether the building has an industrial, hospital or residential 

purpose. However I this last topi c falls outside the scope of this thesis: 

sedion A attempts to answer question one above. 

II 



A2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Figure I presents the resul ts of previous investigations of the l"hreshold 

of perception for whole body, vert-iccl, sinusoidal vibration. An attempt at 

comparison of the more important experimental details of these studies is made in 

Table I. 

The maior differences between previous sj-udies can be grouped under 

three main headings: experimental method, analysis and equipment. The 

criterion of sensitivity is common, namely perceptiof'1, but the lima of 

perception and the mel-hod used in if-s determination vary widely. These 

aspects are occasionally well repori"ed, forexample t Chaney (Ref. 3) asked his 

subjecls fo make two judgements of the II10west intensity of vibration which 

can be felt". More often, ~hese reported details are less explicil-, for example, 

in some cases nei f-her met-hod nor insfTuctions are reported, other i"han to say 

that results formed the "threshold ll (Ref. 23) and "definitely perceptible ll 

(Ref. I I). 

As regards the analysis of data I each investigator has used his 

preferred method. There seems to be some confusion in the early work t 

concerning l-he statistical definition of the mean{ mode and median as 

measures of centTal tendency. The Reiher and Meister repods(Refs.14,17/18)avoidthis 

distinction by dl"Owing the threshold curve below (by different amounj<s at 

different frequencies) all fhe subjects' poinfs for "just noticeable". 

In recent years the analysis mej-hods have improved and Chaney plotted 

median curves, probably the most appropriate measure of central tendency 

(Ref. 15). !!\oreover, Choney is the only investigaj<or i"o have reported 
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measures of dispersion from his median val ues. There have been no 

attempts to determine fhe statistical significance of variables such as 

vi bmtion frequency, posture, sex, acoustic noise I footwear, experimental 

methods and so on. Indeed the small number of subjects whi ch have 

generally been used hardly warrant the use of further statistical treaiment. 

Perhaps the most serious criticism of previous efforts concerns the 

quality of the vibration stimulus, parncularly at levels of perception, 

and the brief description (if any) of this stimulus. Whai-ever the method 

for generating vibration, there are limitations to the quality of the stimulus 

and these should always be reported. In only one previous investigafion 

(Ref. 3) is any attempt made to quantify the distortion of the acceleration 

waveformi a few reports make do with a brief qualitative description but the 

majorHy avoid any statement of stimul us purity. t"-lot one report specifies 

the background or minimum vibra1"ion level of the generating or measurring 

system and not one report specifies concomitant environmenj-al factors, 

perhaps the most important being the sound pressure level at the subied's 

position. 

Whilst j-hen-equency range 5-50 Hz usually covers the vibration of 

building floors, in a more general study of the human response fo vibration, 

the frequency range of inj-erest extends from below I Hz to above 100 Hz. 

Because of the variation in experimental lediniques described above, these 

previous investigations cannoj- be considered to complement one another. 

Consequently, a composite pi cture covering i-he whole frequency range and 

constructed from resu!j-s of differenl studies, is of dubious validity. The 
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need for more defini tive threshol d informationrherefore arises I provided 

that a wider frequency range is covered in a single investigation. 

With regard to threshold determinations the imporJ-ance of the psychological 

circumstances cannot be overstressed. The mental and physical activity of the 

subject Clre likely to have a marked influence on his sensitiviIy. To some 

extent, j-hese aspects have been considered in research carried oui" by the 

Commonwealth Experimental Building Stai-ion (Ref.5). Their report 

describes an experimenl' where a vibrator was: "attached clandes-rinely 

to floors on which a variely of unsuspecting subjects indulge :n a variety of 

activities. The activiJ-ies investigated have been those in which the 

subjects could be expected to be I east affected by vibration, ranging from 

lunching .... to normal office activities which involve reading, writing .... 

telephoning". The assumption was made that: "where a vibration has 

not been remarked upon, it is imperceptible". The resull-s show: "that 

provided human subiects are noi- informed of the existence of a vibraj-ion 

their threshold of percepJ-ibility lies along a line of higher vibrational 

intensity 1-han the Reiher and Meister scale would suggest". This is an 

interesting approach to the problem and worl-hy of continuing study but once 

a building occupant has identified a source of vibraf'ion nuisance resulting, 

for example from traffic or indusi-rial plant, daj'a using unsuspecting subjecls 

is less relevant. Moreover, in such situal-ions, building occupani:; 

are commonly subiected to both noise and vibration the presence of one being 

a cue to the other, and usual Iy find difficu!j-y in dissociating I'he two. 

Subjects and Iheir inslTuctions form a maior source of variance. At 
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the 10'l;'er frequencies where larger displacements are required, the 

Chaney perception curve (highest level of vibral-ion) would undoubtedly 

have been closer to j-he Meister curve (lowest level of vibration) had 

the fOllner's subjecls had visual cues and the latter's curve been a 50th 

and not a strangely weighted Oth percentile. However, selection of 

particular items of variation is somewhat misleading and each result 

should only be viewed in the conj-exl- of all experimental details. 

A large number of reviews (Refs. 1,6,8,10,21, 22and 24) 

of these experimenj'al findings have previously been made. Some of the 

authors have proposed "averaged" limits based on some of the 

experimental evidence cited herein and some of j-heir limits are only empirically. 

based. In view of the experimental confusion and diversity of 

techniques, previous experiments cannol- be regarded as complementarYi 

reviews of this work are not therefore discussed in detail here. In genem!, 

they make little or no contribul'ion and withoui' knowledge of j-he limiJ-ations 

of I-he original work these reviews can be misleading. 
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A3. THE NATURE Of PERCEPTIOI'-l 

Mention has already been made of lhe dependence of discriminative 

behoviour on an individual's sensitivity and his response criterion. In the 

I ight of these two behavioural ospects the subiect's task is j-o detect a 

vibration signol from varying periods of noise. 

This noise may be physicol, for example l"he surrounding acoustic field 

or the minimum or background vibration of the subiect/support interfoce. 

The noise may be physiological, that is the subject has to recognise 

signal from noise in his sensory processes. It may be psychological noise 

arising from variations in aHenl'ion or learning. Essentially, the nature of 

perception is detection of signal from noise. 

Let us set aside for the moment, study of vibration sensitivHy ond 

factors affecting it. Consider firsl- our subject's reponse criterion and in 

particulor his definition of percepj-ioll. Imagine that you are 

the subiect and being asked to respond j-o very smal I and barely 

distinguishoble movements. Quite clearly you will respond with various 

degrees of certaintyi these being largely dependent on the siTength of the 

sJ-imulus. In response to some stimuli you will be certain, oj- other times 

highly uncertain. As a consequence your definition of perception or your 

response criterion will vary. This concept is ceniTal to j-he understanding 

of the nature of percepl"ion. 

It follows from this argument Hlat where a series of vibration stimuli 

are presented to fhe subject at obout threshold level, eoch level being presenled 
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several times, then the response to higher levels wi II evoke 100% detection 

and to lower levels, zero detection. For stimul us levels between these fwo 

extremes there wi II be a probabi I i ty of dej'ection between I. a and zero. 

In other words, the response criterion or definif'ion of perception will vary. 

Figure 2 shows the resul ts of such an experiment. 

This Figure demonstrates the erroneous assumption of a step like 

psychometric function for the percepl"ion of vibrat'ion, f'his having been 

presupposed by those who have previously studied perception. That is, 

there is no discrete level of vibration, below which perception never occurs 

and above whi ch perception always occurs. Beiween these two extremes, 

Figure 2 shows that there are vibration levels which evoke probClbilities 

of detection between zero and 1.0. 

A3.1. Probability of detect-ion: methodology. 

With regard to the experimental methodology leading to Figure 2, 

there are fwo comments necessary here. First, there were about ten levels 

of vibration between ~ 0.0005 and ~ 0.005g, each of fhese levels was 

presented ten times in a random order and at one frequency. The one subiect 

attended I'he laboratory on four separal'e days for the four frequenci e5 of vibral'ion. 

Second, as lhe crij-erion I'hat a particular level was perceived, I·he duration 

of the subject's response had to match the stimulus duration. Interslimulus ini'ervcli, 

and stimulus duration being varied within j-he limil's shown in Table II. 
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A3.2. Implications of perception probabiliHes less than 1.0. 

Consider now the need to investigate vibration sensiHvity and factors 

affecting it. Figure 2 shows that the frequency of vibral'ion essentially affects 

the posiJ-ion of the psychometri c fundion for the perception of vibration. 

However I this frequency dependence is demonstrated ina way whi ch is 

unnecessari Iy time consuming. To understand the effect of experimental 

variables ij~ is necessOIY to select only one point from fhe curve shown 

and section A4 onwards describes several experimenfs based on this principle. 
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A4. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

A4.1. To determine a threshold of perception in a large group of subiects. 

A4.1 .1. Procedure 

A relative!y fixed method for determining a threshold was used. The 

frequencies of vibration selected for this experiment were 1.5, 2.5, 4.0, 6.5, 

10,15,25,40,65 and 100 Hz. At each frequency, a series of discrete sinusoidal 

vibration stimuli were presented to the subject beginning at ~ O.OOlg and 

increasing in steps of ~ O.OOlg until the subiect correctly indicahod j-he 

duration of the vibration (see section A4.1 .4). When this level of 

vibration was repeal-ed and the subiect made the correct response and 

similarly when the subiect missed the second repeat buj- responded to a 

third repeat{ that acceleration value was recorded. If the subiect missed 

both repeats two and three, the acceleration value was increased in s!-eps 

of ~ O.OOlg until the correct response sequence was made (see Fig.3). 

Beginning at ~ 0.0005g and increasing in steps of ~ O.OOlg the 

above procedure was repeated and for the j-hird presentaJ-ion series the vibration 

began at ~ O.OOlg increasing by .: O.OOlg increments. An example of data 

collection showing some fictitious but typical results is given in Fig. 4. 

A method, such as the one described above, would fall into the fixed 

rather j-han adaptive category as defined by Taylor (Ref. 25) • However, 

it should be made clear Ihat very often stimulus levels far below threshold 

were not presented. As a rul e, subsequenj- presentation series commenced 

aj- levels two or three steps below the preceding threshold level which had elicited the 
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correct subject response sequence. I n other words, l"he method was adaptive 

inasmuch as large numbers of presenj-ations at levels for removed from this 

threshold were not made. Having some flexibi!ily this procedure yields 

information about the target level but not about the nature of the 

psychometric function at probabilil-ies remote from the limit of perception 

defined in section A4.1 .2 below. (The nature of the psychometric function 

has been discussed in section A3). 

I t should be noted also that prior to each stimul us presentation seriesr 

each subiect, at each vibration frequency, received for the purpose of calibration, anexposul 

of about ten seconds. The level of this exposure was .::= O. OiOg and subiects 

therefore had some prior knowledge of the nature of the signal, they were 

required fo detect. 

A4.1.2. Limit of perception 

The mel-hod adopted in this study for determining the limit of percepi"ion 

was as follows. Three stimulus presentation series were given to the subject, 

as described above, until the correct positive response sequence vv'as made. 

The threshold was defined by i-he lowest acceleration val ue at whi ch two 

positive judgemenl's were made (2 of 3), frequency of vibration being eonsl'ant. 

Why define the threshold in this way? 

Previous vibration experiments have tended to define the limit of perception 

(where this limit is reported) on j-he basis of one iudgement only by the subject. 

However, a thrcshol d is selected from a range of cedainty and to accept one 

judgement only by the subied is unrealislic, ignoring as it does, his inherent 

variabilil-y. In clinical or reseoreh audiomefTYf for example, it is usual for 

the sf-imulus 10 be presented four times (Ref.19). A more selective ond 

accurc', determinal'ion of i-he j-hresho!d can be made when, say, jvlO or three 
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judgemenl"s are chosen from four prec;c;niations (2 of 4 OR 3 of 4). By 

such methods, a single iudgemeni"r v/hich may vwy widely because of changes 

in aHention or concenlTation i does not have a disproportionate effect 

on the thresho I d recorded. 

In a small preliminory sj'udy using four subjects, a comparison \vas made 

between a l"hreshold definii'ion based on a number of judgemenls equ~1 to 

or less than the number of presentations. Thresholds defined by 4 of 4, 

3 of 3, 2 of 2/ I of I f I of 4 r I of 3 or I of 2 presentarions were all disregard~d 

as the emphasis is still placed on the lIoutsider" or single judgement. The 

best choice lies between say, 3 of 4/ 2 of 4 and 2 of 3 presemtions. In 

80% of these preliminary tesj"s each of i'hese three 111cj'hods gave j'he same 

result, otherwise the tendency was for 3 of 4, to give a higher acceleration 

value C'pessimistic ll
) and 2 of 4 to give a lower acceleration value than 

2 of 3 presentaj'ions. Considering then, i'he accuracy, fairness and 

speed of execution of the test f a compromise was reached in i'he 

selection of the two lowes1' correct responses chosen from three stimulus 

presentati ons (2 of 3) . 

In j-he preliminary study, fudher considerotion waS given to 

presentation sequence. In padicular, whelher the vibrati on level 

should be decreased unti! fhe subjed ceased to respond, then increased 

to an acceleration value elicil'ing positive response and so Oil, os is the 

cuslom in signal dej'ecl'ion experiments. For q vibration stimulus I it was 

found j'hal' as occeleration decreased, the subjec!< ceased j'o respond at a 

much lower level than jf the acceleration was increasing. In generol f 
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there was also greafer subjed uncertainly. This variabi I ity was reduced 

for stimuli changing in the same direction (either increasing or decreasing). 

ConsequenJly, it waS decided to adopt the method of increasing acceleration, 

the reason being that in building situal"ions, the occupanJ-s are more likely 

to become aware of vibration as it- increases to a perceptible level, rather 

than the reverse. 

One further point- for comment on the methods used for determining 

perception, is their accuracy. This accuracy is a function of the mej-hod 

used and may be measured in terms of intraindividual variability or l"he 

consistency of the subjecf-s I reponses. Section A5. 3 repods temporal 

and inlTaindividual variabilit-y for the perception method described above. 

It should also be noi-ed that there is a trade--off between 1-he accuracy 

and the efficiency or work done to achieve a particular curve of perception. 

A4.1.3. Subiects 

Twenty four male and twenty four female subieds, in normal health 

and aged between 17 and 49 years gave verba I consent to take part in the 

experiment. They were recruited by personal invitation and selected 

from the students, academic, research, technical and cierical slaff 

of the Universii-y. No payments were made to any subiects. The tesj

duration was about 25 minuj-es. Only two subjects had previously 

taken part in experiments involving exposure to vibration but in neither 

case was the purpose for delerrnining subjedive readion. 

Adjacenl' j-o the !aboratory, a trained first aider was avai lable. 
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As the subject took his position, an emergency stop button located within 

easy reach, was poinJ-ed out. 

A4.1 .4. 5 ubject I nsJ-ructions 

Twelve male and twelve female subjects stood on the vibration 

platform: they were instruc-red to distribute their body weight equally 

between each foot except during periods of relaxation whilst j-he changes 

in vibration frequency vv'ere made. The remaining subjects sat on the 

vibration platform: being instructed l'o sit erect on the two bony points 

of the pelvis with hands resting in their lap. The subiects' feet were placed 

on a staiionary footrest, whose height was adjustable so that the underside 

of the Ihigh was not in contact with the platform. The angle between 

thigh and table was approximateiy 10
0 

and from below the knee the 

leg was vertical. All subiects wore the clothing and footwear which they 

used in their normal occupations. They were instructed not to look 

downwards oj" the platform or H·s surround. Using a small hand held 

button, ihe subjects were asked lo signal the duration of a vibration or 

movement of fhe platform which lhey felt sure was taking place. They 

were reminded that for most of the i"ime ihere would be no vibral"ion. 

Responding to the duration of the stimul us gives the experimenter 

bel-ter guidance when the stimul us is being perceived; sj-im ul us duration and 

inter-sJ-imulus interval were varied within the limits of Table II. 
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TABLE II. Stimulus duration and inter-stimulus inl'erval 

Minimum Maximum 

Stimul us duration 

3 sees. 20 secs. 
Inter-stimul us interval 

On completion of t'he experiment r subjects were asked r in an informal 

way r the following quesf'ions. Their answers are presenj'ed here for 

convenience. 

I. Did you find difficulty in isolating the vibration from the 

ambient noise in the laboratory? 

Answers: 25 subiects found the noise a difficulty including 4 

who thought the noise masked the perception of vibration although 

the frequency at which this occurred was variously reported. 

2. How did you become aware that the platform was vibrating? 

Answers: One subject said by hearing r 47 subjects said by feeling 

including 6 who qualified this by hearing the high vibration frequencies. 

Two subjects notica::!visual cues at low frequencies. 

N . B. I t was some of those subiects who bel ieved they became 

aware of the vibration j'hrough fhe sense of hearing who also 

thought the acousl'ic noise of the laborol'ory masked j'heir 

perception of the vibral'ion stimul us. 
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3. Did you find the test duration too long (md did you find your 

aU-ention wandering? 

A nsvl"ers : Ten subjecl'S repl i ed yes i nel udi ng one vy'ho thought she became less 

sensitive. Two subjeds thought they became less sensi tive 01 though 

concentration was unaffected and one subiect though!' the reverse. 

Two subjects thoughf' sf-ending made them tired. 

4. Did you find you could predicl when f-he vibration would begin 

and end? Were there any other cues as to the presence of vi brati on? 

Answers: No subjects believed j-hey could predid the presentation 

rhythm. One subjecl was cued by seeing a cable vibrating and a second 

by noHcing resonance of the thumb. 

5. Do you have any comments aboul- the vibration itself? 

Answers: Four disliked and one liked the low frequency vibration; 

four found the high frequencies unpleasant and one liked all j-he vibration. 

The remainder had no comment. 

6. Other commenls included 18 subiects who noticed f-he vibration start 

and/or stop rafher than if-s continuing presence of a fixed level. The 

tendency was at or near Ihreshold, for the subiect to make a positive 

response oj- stimulus onset. As the vibration continued, oj- the same 

intensity, this response became uncertain but a short positive response was 

made just aher stimulus offseL (See Appendix A for deiails of accelerai"ion 

waveform oj- sfimu! us onset and offset and see Section A6.1 for further 

discussion of this resull-). 
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One subiect thought his sensitivity was reduced during deep respiration and 

another subject' noticed greater sensitivity when all his body weight 

was supported by just one (either) foot. 

In addition to these comments six subjects were questioned more closely 

concerning how or where they perceived j-he vibration, this questioning 

took place after fhe main experiment. In helping subjects with this 

task of introspection, they were encouraged to sit or stand for some time on 

l"he platform which was vibraling at low levels. After some j-hought all these 

subjects decided that j-hey became aware of the vibral-ion by feeling it in various 

anatomical sites: for example the head, shoulders, stomach, limbs or the 

whole body. None of j-hese subjects thought vision or hearing played 

a parL But further experimentation of the role of vision is described in section A4. 7. 

It was as a result of these informal comments lhat many of the following 

experiments were carried oui- and j-hese are described in section A4.2 onwards. 

A4.1.5. Tesj- pres~ntation 

One fhird of the subjects completed j-he test with vibration frequency 

increasing from 1.51-0 100 HZi one third of the subjects were tesj-ed in 

the reverse order and one third in a random order as follows: 6.5, 1.5, 

100, 25, 4, 65, 15, 40, 2.5 and 10 Hz. Frequency waS selected using a 

continuously variable control and j-he accuracy, with which a particular 

value was chosen, waS +9%; - 3%. 

There were 12 test configurations (2 postures x 2 sexes x 3 frequency 

orders) I so j-hat four subiects completed idenl-icol tesi" presentaJ-ions. Their order 

was random ised. 
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A4.2. Methods for de-remlini thresho! ds of on. 

The imporlanf characterislics of the (2 of 3) mel-hod for determining 

perception are as follows. The experimenj<er presents Q stimulus burst 

in response i"o which the subiect has to indicate stimulus dural-jon. From 

this method r two l"hreshol ds are deri ved ( I of I ) and ( 2 of 3 ) for 

further consideration (see Fig .10). 

For comparison purposes, three other mefhods for delermining 

perception were used in an experiment using six seated male subjects. 

In the first of these the subiecls were asked to adjust stimulus level. 

The attEnLOtor I which controlled stimul us level, was placed adjacent 

to the subiect and he was asked to adiust the seHing so that the vibration 

level was the lowest he was sure he could feel. The manner of adjustment 

which the subject dose to use was I eft entirely j<o him. 

Another method used continuously increosing levels of sJ-imulus, 

presenJed by the experimenter, as distinct from lhe sf"imulus bursts 

used in l-he main experiment. Other aspects of the experiment r i.e. lhree 

presentation series at each frequency I remaining j<he same. 

Finally, a two alternative, forced choice (2AFC) procedure 

was used. Using one of two push buttons, the subjects were required to 

indicole in which of two consecutive five second periods r j-he vibration 

stimulus had occurred. Two different coloured lighj's immediaj<ely in 

front of j-he subject indicated I-he iwo periods in which Cl sj<imulus was 

possible: oniy/b';\e but always in one of these periods 'NOS a stimulus 

presented. The subject was os ked olways to give an answer: somel<imes 

therefore he woul cI respond , . I I • L • in certainly one at oJ-ner times uy guessing. 
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In other words his response cril-erion would vary. UsuailYI 10-·15 presentations 

at each frequency were required to define the boundaries of percepj-ion. 

For this method, perception or the target level was set at 

75% detecti on. Stimulus intensity was alternatively 

increased and decreased the step sizes being determined by previous 

responses. The mel-hod 'NOS similar 1-0 thaI" described by Taylor (Ref.25). 

The four methods for dej-ermining perception l described in this section r 

were investigated at only four vibration frequencies: 4 r lOr 40 and 100 Hz. 

A4.3. Temporal variability of a threshold of perception. 

In a small subsidiary experiment r one female subject performed j-he 

threshol d tests on a dozen occasions spread over ten weeks. This subject 

was seated for all tests r her instrudions being the same as those described 

in section A4.1.4. Two frequency orders were used: increasing from and 

decreasing to 1.5 Hz. The fixed melhod for determining lhreshold r (2 of 3) 

as described in section A4. I .2 r was used. 

A4.4. Whole body vibration including feei" and lower limbs 

Six of f-he seated male subjects who performed the main experiment 

also carried out the experimeni" wah their feel- and lower limbs supported 

by a footrest v{hich was aHached to the seat and vibrated in an identical way 

to jj-. All oj-her circumsiances of the experirnenf- remaining l"he same. 

A4.5. Foot wear 

Six of Ihe standing male subjects who performed l-he main experiment 

also carried out the same procedure with bare feet. All other aspects of the 
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experiment remaining the Same. 

A4.6. Activity of the subiect 

Six of the seoted female subjects who performed the main experimenl

also carried oul- the experiment whilst read~ng material of their own choice. 

In this experiment the subiects were told to rernoin seated for aboul' twenty five 

minuf-es during which time they would be presented with about ten zj-imuli. In 

fact, each of the ten vibration frequencies (1.5--100 Hz) was presented only 

once l at random intervals, with increClsing stimulus intensiiy unHI the 

response and stimulus duration matched one another. In the analysis, 

these results were compared with j-he (I of I) threshold derived from 

the main experiment otherwise the experimental circumstances remained constanL 

The purpose of this invest-igation was to delermine what part the men!-ol 

activity of the subject might play in the percepj-jon of vibration. This 

mental activity was divided somewhat crudely into two categori es: where 

the subiect's attention was devoted primari Iy towards the detection of vibraj-ion 

and secondly j-ovvards reading, whilst vibration exposure was short I intermiHent 

and random. 

A4.7. Vision 

In an aJ-tempt 10 delineate the role of vision in percepj-ion, six of the 

standing male subiects who performed the main experiment also carried out 

fhe same procedure with eyes closed and blindfold. Only j-he five lower 

frequencies (1.5 - 10 Hz) were used: all olher C1specls of the experiment 

remaining j-he same. 
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A4.S. Considerotion of the noise environment 

The problem does exist I for this type of experiment I of subiects 

being cued by sfight changes in the noise from the vibrator as the 

level of acceleration is changed. Undoubl'edly I the subiects of 

j-his and previous experiments can be cued in this way; it therefore 

becomes necessary to repod the acceleration level at which this 

occurs in subiects with normal hearing (see Table II!). 

TABLE III. Changes in acceleration detected by hearing: mean for two 
subieds sat adiacent 1"0 platform. 

Accel eration 

+0 
-"'z 

0.05 0.05 0.1 0.2 2 2 2 2 0.4 0.2 

I 
Frequency 

Hz 1.5 2.5 4.0 6.5 10 15 25 40 65 100 

No previous investigators have reporfed similar data for their own experimenfs 

although one introduced white noise of unspecified sound pressure level 

for maski ng purposes. 

Addi ng to these di Hi cu In es f there i 5 a I 50 1"he prob! em of more 

general acoustic noise in the experimenf'al situaj-ion. Acoustic noise 

from both the amplifier and vibrator air cooling systems was reduced 

as for as procticable. Notwithstanding these precautions I half the 

subiecls of the main experiment found the noise dislracting and/or 

thoughl- fhe noise masked the vibration stimulus. Using a B & K 
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microphone type 3! and sound !evel meter type 2203, the noise, 

at the subiect's posi tion I measured 56 dBA I whi ch is typi cal of 

many office and residential buildings: the noise having intensity 

and frequency characteristics similar to air conditioning units. 

In order to confirm whej'her acous,tic noise could mask or 

dish'ad from vibration perception, six seaj'ed males who completed 

the main experiment also carried out the same procedure in j·he presence 

of Clcousl'ic noise increased to 85 dBA. All other aspects of the 

experiment remained the Same. Frequency characterislics of the two noise 

spectrums are shown in Table IV. 

TA BLE I V Frequency characteristi cs of acousti c noise 

-
Ocl'ave Cenl're dB 
Frequency (Hz) . 

85dBA 56dBA - normal vibration tests 

31.5 59 55 

63 67 60 

125 73 60 

250 78 59 

500 76 54 

1000 79 49 

2000 78 47 

4000 80 42 

8000 73 34 

16000 61 24 

31500 40 24 

Linear 86 70 

-
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A4. 9. Minimum or background vibration level 

The minimum acceleration level of which j-he vibra"Hon generator 

is capable when running oj- iis minimum oui-put level is of great 

importance. A comparison between this minimum vibration level 

and the j-hreshold curve is therefore essential j-o validate j-he results: 

not one previous investigator has reported this comparison. Simi iOl'ly 1 

the minimum acceleration/ which the measuring system can resolve, should 

be r3porj-ed. These omissions raise the suspicion that some repoded 

threshold curves may have been distorted by an excessive minimum 

vibration level. These detai Is for the mai n experiment are shown in 

Appendix B. Although no subieds could perceive the plaHorm minimum 

vibrai'ion level of less j-han .:!= O.OOlgl there is obviously room for 

improvemeni of j-he signaVbackground raHo, a-r j-hreshold for some 

subiects. 

Furl-her study of background vibraj<ion/ was made to determine its 

effects on thresholds of perception and in parlicular fa ~ow if the level 

of less than .:!= O. OOlg 1 used in lhe main experiment / had caused 

distoriion of the resulting perception curve. 

The primary source of background vibration was found by a process 

of elimination, j-o be the 1500WT amplifier rather than the air cooling or 

DC field supply sysl-ems. By replacing the large amplifier with a similar 

100 WT version a "'Vas possible to general-e perceptible vibration in the 

range 15 - 100 Hz/ with a background vibration of less than.:!= 0.0003g. 
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Accordingl y I ~ix seated female subjects performed the perception 

experiment wi th four I evels of background vi bralion: ~ 0.010, ~ 0.005, 

~ 0.001 and less than ~ 0.0003g. Onl)' the five higher vibraj-ion 

frequencies '!vere used (IS-100Hz): all other aspeds of j-he experiment 

remaining the same. Each subjed carried out one of the background 

levels on each of four separate days: their order being randomised. 

A4.10. Equipment_ 

A Derritron VP 85 eledromagnetic vibral-or, the associated 

1500 wait amplifier and its oscillaj-or were used 10 generate t"e 

vibration. This parHcular model, using six link arms to support 

the vibrator armature, had sufficient suspension stiffness 1-0 support 

the weight of a man. Modification to the amplifier f made necessary 

by the need to reduce background vibraHon, included a resistor 

series connected to the vibrator coil. An attenuator was incorporaJed 

beJween the oscillator and the amplifier in order to provide finer 

manual control of stimul us duration, inl-ensit)' and waveform at onset 

and offset. With prior calibraHon, j-his al'tenuator provided a sl'imulus 

range from.:.:: 0.200g 1-0 below ~ O.OOlg but from ~ 0.0209 the increments 

could be ~ O.OOOlg. 

However f differences in total body \veigh1- of the subjects and large 

variations in J-he posture of each subiect could affect the acceleration 

value recorded on the vibration table. For these reasons, an attempt 

was made to control subject posi"ure and a necessary precaul"ion was the 

calibration of the aHenuaj-or aj- each j-ion frequency for each subjed. 
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In preliminary tests using (l 200 lb. IOCid the linearity in output 

from the attenuator was determined. Halving the ati"enuaj'or seti'ing 

caused a halving, \Nithin ~ 5%, of I-he vibration output. During the experiments, 

with each subject in position the acceleration controls were adjust-ed, 

at each frequency of vibration, to give ~ O.OIOg table vibralion 

for an aHenuaj-or setting of 100. This calibration was made using a 

Telequipment oscilloscope type D.3 and Dawe voltmeter type 614C. 

Subiects, therefore, had some prior knowledge of j-he characteristics of the 

stimulus. This exposure last approximately ten seconds I thereafter the 

procedure followed that described in Section A4.1 .1 . 

The vibration platform waS a ~ in. thick! 14 in. square aluminium 

plate, in which l'he accelerometer was attached by screws. This platform 

was covered by plywood ~ in. thickj on this surface j-he subject saj or stood. 

The difference between the acceleration magnitude inside l'he 

aluminium plate and on the wooden surface was ~ 5% at lhe lwo highesl' 

frequencies (65 and 100 HZ)j at the eight remaining frequencies the 

measurement difference was less than + 1%. At + 0.200g I laj-eral 
- - Z 

motion of the table WClS less than + O.OOlg only exceeding j-his 
- x,y 

limit at 100 Hz Clbove + O.lg . 
- z 

ChClnges in the stability of the conl-inuous vibration stimulus at 2: O.Olg, 

through l'he range 1.5 - 100 Hz, was I ess than ~ 2% and repeal'ability changed 

wHhin jhe same limits. For details of the slability and repeatability for the 

rise/fall time of the vibration see Appendix ;.\. Distortion of the acceleration 

waveform was not quantified but examples of the wavefonn are given in 

Appendix A. 
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As the stimu! us was of a transi ent nature and as some subiects 

noti ced change in stimul us I the acceleration waveform at onset and 

offset was examined closely. At all frequencies (except 1.5, 2.5, 

4.0 and 100 HzL there were no transients superimposed on the basi c 

waveform as the vibration sl-aded and stopped (see Appendix A). For 

the 1.5, 2.5, 4.0 and 100 Hz frequencies, j-he start/stop swil-ch 

of the aJ-tenuai'or could not be used because high frequency transients 

were introduced. For these frequencies, it was necessary to 

increase the acceleration using the continuously variable gain 

control j-hus imposing a slower rise and fall l'ime (see Appendix A 

for l-ypi cal exampl es) . 

A4.IO.I. System for measurement of vibration. 

Continuous monitoring of the vibration level was carried out using 

an Endevco 2265-20 accelerometer and an amplifier buill- in the ISVR. 

A Butterworl-h low pass filter was incorporated in l'he measuring system, 

its output being - 3dB oj- 100 Hz. The subject scores were corrected 

for the effect of j-his filter "'Ihich, for measuring purposes, reduced the 

high frequency vibralion of the table. The measuring system waS calibrated 

at inl'ervals throughout the experiment: the variation being ~ 4%. 

The calibraHon of the vibration measuring syslem was also compared 

with a B & K Calibration exciter No.4290, calhode follower and spectrometer 

type 2112. The percentage error being ~ 5% in the frequency range 50 ~ 100 Hz. 
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Furthermore I a Wayne Kerr vi brai-ion meter type B73!A was used fa 

measure the dispiacemenl" on the wooden surface on which the subject 

was sat or sf-ood. Comparing these results with the measuring sysi"em 

(accelerometer mounted inside the aluminium plate) showed a percentage 

error of -0 I + 10% in the frequency range 10 - 100 Hz. 

The DC calibration of the measuring system was checked simply 

by inverf"ing l-he accelerometer I its change in output being equal to a 

change of 2g. 
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A5. RESULTS AND ,4,,~ALYSIS 

A5.1. Results for percepJ-ion in a large group of subiects. 

A5.1.1. Distribufion of subiect threshold scores. 

The disfribution of all subiect threshold scores, regardless of posture, 

sex,vibration frequency and i-est presentation is shown in Fig. 5. The disiTibution 

appears to be positively skewed and a test for normalii-y showed this to be so. 

Figs. 5 and 6 also show the difference between median (50fh percentile), mode 

(mosT frequent score) and mean. 

A5.1.2. Median and ini-erquari-ile range. 

The central l-endency (median) and dispersion (interquariile range: 25th and 

75th percentile) are presented in Fig. 7. There is a frend of decreased sensitivity 

at the higher frequencies which is sl-atislically significant. There is a minimum 

at 6.5 Hz; this point being significantly below lhe curve at 4 and 15 Hz. The 

curve does not therefore have a similar shape to other vibration daj-a (Meister: 

Ref. 14 I ISO: Ref. 12). 

The ini-erquarlile range containing 50% of the scores forms a broad 

band around j-he median with an indication that the distribution of scores 

is more skev"red ai- the higher frequencies. In other words I a small number 

of subiects i·ended to deted the higher vibration frequencies at relatively 

high levels of acceleration. 
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A5.1.3. Differences belween standing and siHing subiects. 

Fig. 8 compares the results of the 24 subjects who sat (12 male, 12 female) 

with the 24 subjects who stood (12 male, 12 female) on the vibration platform. 

Subjecls were generally more sensitive whilst seated on the platform: this trend 

was statisl"i cally significant at the two lowest vibration frequencies. I n the region 

15 - 25 Hz, the trend was reversed: l'here being a significant difference at 15 Hz. 

A5.1.4. Differences betv{een male and female subjects. 

Fig. 9 compares j-he results of the 24 male subjects (12 sitting, 12 standing) 

with the 24 female subjects (12 siHing, 12 standing). Males were generally more 

sensil"ive, j-his trend being statisncally significant at 6.5 and 15 Hz. 

A5.1.5. Differences between jwo limits of percepl·ion. 

A comparison was made between two definitions of the I irn it of perception. 

One of these was the lowesj· level of acceleral"ion at which h"lo positive judgements 

were made (2 of 3). Fig. 10 compares this threshold with a curve based on 

the first judgement only made 6y each subject (I of I). t"-lot surprisingly, 

the (2 of 3) threshold is below the (I of I) curve, this !Tend being stalistically 

significant· at 2.5,4,6.5,10,25,40 and 65 Hz. 

A5.1.6. Informal subject read.ion to the test. 

An informal post tesj' interview of subjecls was made. The aspects considered 

were dural-ion of tes!-, acousti c noise in !·he laboratory I mode of sensory percepj-ion I 

rhythm of presentation and other comments. These resulls are presenh:d in Section 4.1.4 

for convenience, alongside each question. The noteworthy findings being fhal': 
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half the subjects found the laboratory noise (56 dBA) distracting and 18 subjecis 

found the start and stop of the vibration more noticeable than the stimulus itself. 

This suggests that the subject is more sensitive to a change in the stimulus; that 

he quickly adapts to a stimul us of constant intensity and consequently, an 

intermittent vibralion may be more noticeable. 

A5.2. Methods for determining thresholds of perception. 

Fig. II illustrates for comparison the several methods for determining percepl'ion. 

The (I of I) judgements are shown to give signifi cantly reduced sensitivity 

(p==.OI) than the (2 of 3) judgements. This confirms the finding shown in Fig. 10, 

whi ch used a very much larger sample. 

When stimulus level increases continuously rather than in stepped increases 

presented in separate bursts, senstl"ivity is again reduced buj· this trend was not 

significant. Exactly the same comment applies, when the subjed rather than the 

experimenter is in control of the stimulus. Incidentally the method genemlly 

used by subjeds was to reduce the vibration below a level which could be 

perceived and then increase and oscillate about the selected level. Mosf 

subjecfs elected to use the ON/OFF switch in conjunction with I-he continuously 

variable attenuator conlTol. None of the subjects, when questioned after 

the test noticed a difference between continuously varying and burst stimulus 

presentations. 

For a defection probability of 0.7!:} the 2AFC method leads to a threshold 

significantly lower (p==.OI) j-han the (2 of 3) method. Some subiects preferred 

to have to give an answer even when possibly wrong. Other 5ubjeds, perhaps 

conditioned by the (2 of 3) experiment competed previously; disliked having to make 
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guesses. They may have been reluctant to change their definit-ion of perception 

and often suggested that a third "don't know" button would be helpful. Such 

a suggestion would obviously have defeated the purpose of the experiment. 

One explanation for the increase in sensilivity shown for the 2AFC 

method is that both increasing and decreasing stimulus intensities were used. 

Preliminary experiments r showed that r using the same response criterion r 

thresholds are lower for decreasing than for increasing inl-ensily. This point 

I s discussed further in Section A6.1 . 

A5.3. Variance of one subjecl' for repeated I-ests. 

The median score and interquarl'ile for one subject Jested on !2 

different occasions over a period of j'en weeks (six hours tol'al experimentation j-ime) 

is shown in Fig. 12. Fig. 13 shows ihe same phenomenon as a funcl'ion of each 

test occasion. 

The most important comparison to be made is between the injerquarl'i I e 

ranges of the main group and this single subject. This latter variance is shown 

to be smaller at all vibraHon frequencies. The relative position of these jV,fO 

variances is frequency dependent: the interquartile range for j-he si ngle subject 

falling above r below and within the main group variance. 

A comparison of lhe j'wo frequency presentation methods (increasing from 

and decreasing to 1.5 Hz) used for fhis subject was made. There was a h-end 

towards lower scores where the 1.5 and 100 Hz l'esfs were compl eted last 

raj-her than first but this trend was nolo statisj-ica!ly significanL 
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The results of the first six tests for this subjecl were compared with 

her results for the last six tests: there were no significont differences at all 

frequencies. In confirmation of this I the subiect stated that the threshold 

judgements did not become easier to make as the series progressed. 

A5.4. Whole body vi~ration including lower limbs and feet. 

Fig. 14 sho\'1s the differences bel-ween sea"red vibral"ion postures vvhich include 

and exclude support for the feet l vibrating in an identical way. Differences 

were found to be statistically significant (p=.05) at the two lowest vibration 

frequencies (1.5 and 2.5 Hz). Overall frequencies j"he differences were not 

significant. 

A5.5. Footwear. 

Fig. 15 shows the differences for a group of subjects who wore normal 

footwear and later wore no footwear at a! I. Differences between the two 

curves were nolo sign ifi cant af" individual or overall vibration frequencies. 

A5.6. Activity of the subject. 

Fig. 16 shows the differences behveen a curve derived when subieci"'s 

al"tention was devoted primari I y 1"0 readi ng and when devoted primari I y 

to the detection of vibration. These curves are significanl"ly different 

oj" the p=.OOI level wah a ;"endency j"O reduced sensitivity whilsl reading. 

Note that when reading the subject received only one series of increasing 

stimul us intensities at each frequency. )\nd this resu! t is compared v.;ilh j-he 

(I of I) curve derived from this groups' main experimenj- resull's. 
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A5.7. Vision. 

Fig. 17 shows fhe effect of blindfolding standing subjects in comporison 

with their results under normal vision. The threshold is sho'!v'n to be significantly 

increased (p=.05) when normal vision is prevented at the fwo lowest vibraj-ion 

frequencies (1.5 and 2.5 Hz). Several subjects commented during the blindfold 

test that, whilst standing, the normal body sway evoked similar feelings to the 

low frequency vibration and as a result they fell- that the sway might mask the 

perception of vibraf-ion. Fig. 17 supports their comments. 

A5.8. The acoustic environment. 

Fig. 18 shows I-he effect of increasing acousti c noise from 56 to 85 dBA. 

The differences tending towards reduced sensi tivi ty in the presence of higher 

noise just failed to be significant (p=.09). 

A5. 9. Minimum or background vibration level. 

Figs. 19 and 20 show a threshold of perception as a function of the background 

or minimum vibration level present at j-he subjecf-'s seal-; all equipmenj- running, 

but at minimum outpuf levels. 

The threshold waS derived in the presence of four differenj- levels of 

background vibration. For f-he two lower levels (~O.OOI(Bi and ~.0003 (13
1

) g) 

subjects were asked to respond j-o any vibration of the seat. The two resultant 

threshold curves (T
I 

and T
2

) were nol- significantly different at eif-her 

individual or overall frequencies (15-100 Hz). 
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For the two higher levels of background vibration (~0.005 (B
3

) and 

~ 0.010 (8
4

) g) the subjeet responses were necessarily in two parts. For 

both l"hese levels, when asked: IIpre5s the button in response to any vibration"; 

all subjects would do 50 whether addil"ional vibration was presented or not. 

The subjects ' response was therefore split into two parts. First, when asked 

to respond to any vibration r all subjects said yes throughout exposure to a 

background of~ 0.005 (B
3
) and ~ 0.010 (B

4
) g. Secondly, they were asked 

to indicate I-he dural-ion of any vibration signal which they could dej-eet 

in the presence of these backgrounds. The two thresholds derived (T3 and T
4
) 

, • r' '0 are snown In [- Ig. I 7 • 

TI and T2 were nol< significantly different. However, T3 waS 

significantly (p=.05) higher than both TI and T2 and furthermore T4 

was significanf~y higher (p=.05) than T 3' Subiecfs could perceive 

backgrounds B.4 and B3 but not BI or B
2

• 

Presumably for B3 and B 4 the threshold is raised because the background 

is above a normal threshol d. 

A5.1 O. Analysis. 

AS.IO.I. Ana~ysis of disfribution. 

A chi-squared tesf for normality applied 1-0 all subiect scores 

(regardless of posture, sex, tesl presenl"ation and vibraf"ion frequency) 

showed fhe probabilii<y of this distribulion being normal j'O be = 0.001. 

Consequently non parametric methods of analysis were required. 
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As regards measures of cenlTaI tendency, the median (50j·h percentile), 

rather than j-he mean is the preferred indicator, being ~ sensitive j·o 

extreme values (Ref. 15). And similarly, the interquartile rcmge (25th 

and 75th percentiles) and not standard deviation is the most appropriate 

measure of dispersion from the median. The numericol values of the 

median, meanT mode and interquarnle range are given in Table V. 

TABLE V. Threshold of perception: median and interqu.arl'i!e range. 

Frequency Median 
(Hz) 

---~'i 

Mode Interquartile range --[Meon 1 
25th percentile 75th -percenti·~ ___ ---1 

------~--~ 

1.5 2.5 1.7 3.0 2.2 

2.5 2.3 1.8 3.4 3.2 

4.0 3.2 2.2 4.2 3.5 

6.5 2.4 1.9 3.1 2.7 

10 2.8 2.3 3.3 2.9 

15 3.1 2.3 4.2 3.4 

25 3.8 2.7 5.3 3.8 

40 3.5 2.6 5.3 3.6 

65 3.7 3.2 5.5 4.3 

100 4.4 4.0 6.3 5.0 

- --. -
AI! frequenci es 3.1 1.8 t 4.2 J"~ ... 5 -------

Unij·s are + O.OOlg . Dafa are surnmaj"ed over posture, sex and 
- z 

frequency configuration for 48 subjects. 
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A5.10.2. Analysis of effects o~vibration frequency. 

The characteristi cs of the data were assumed to achieve ordinal 

scaling as defined by Siegel (Ref. 20). For the purpose of determining 

the effeds of different vibration frequencies the samples were related 

since thresholds v.;ere compared where subject I sex and posture remained 

idenl'ical. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank tesj' waS therefore seleded as fhe 

mosl- appropriate test. The results are given in Table VI below. 

TABLE Vl. Analysis of effeds of vibration frequency. 

-
Frequency points Probabil ity of no difference 
compared (Hz) between threshol ds 

(two tailed 'p') 
. 

100 - 65 0.01 

65 - 40 not signifi coni-

40 - 25 not signifi cant 

25 - 15 0.01 

15 - 10 0.01 

10 - 6.5 nol' signifi cant 

6.S - 4 0.01 

4 - 2.S 0.10 

2.S - I.S 0.01 

'-=---_ .• -

AS.10.3. Analysis of posture, sex and presentation order effects. 

Ordinal scaling was assumed but samples were unrelated because the 

resulis of one individual were compared with those of another. The Mann 

Whii'ney~U I-est was j-herefore seleded to test posture and sex effects. 
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Firsl, the data was averaged over all vibration frequencies: posture 

(p == .06) and sex (p = .08) failed to be significant variables and for 

this reason posture and sex differences were compared af each 

vi bration frequency (see T abl eVil). 

TABLE VI!. Analysis of posture and sex effeds. 

Vibration Probability of no difference Probability of no differ-en 
frequency (Hz) between male and female bel"ween standing and sitti 

thresholds (two tailed Ipl) thresholds (two tailed Ipl) 

- . 

100 NS NS 

65 NS NS 

40 NS NS 

25 NS NS 

15 .01 .05* 

10 NS NS 

6.5 .03 NS 

4 NS NS 

2.5 NS .02 

1.5 NS .001 

(nol" corrected for ties except at *) 

Subiects received one of three different frequency presentation orders: 

decreasing from 100 Hz, increasing to 100 Hz and (I random order of frequencies. 

The Kruskal-·Wallis lesj" was used for comparison, there being three independent 

samples. When the data was averaged over all vibration frequencies the 

probability of there being no difference in the threshold for each presenJ-ation 

order WClS 0.20> lwo f'ailed Ipl) 0.10. In addition, a comparison was made 
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belween the two presentations: decrea.sing from 100 Hz a.nd increasing to 

100 HZI at two of the vibration frequencies (1.5 and 100 HZI these being the 

more "sensitive" vibration frequencies). There were no. significant differences 

between these tvvo frequency presenj"ations. 

A5.IO.4. Analysis of two limits of perception. 

The two definitions of perception (I of I) and (2 o.f 3) I defined 

in Section A5.1.5 1 were compared using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test: 

the two samples being related. The results of this tesj' are presented in 

Table Viii. 

TABLE Viii. Analysis of two limils of perception. 

Vibraj-ion Probability of no differences 
frequency (Hz) between the two lim i ts 

(two tailed Ipl) 

100 0.10 

65 0.05 

40 0.05 

25 0.01 

15 not significant 

10 0.01 

6.5 0.01 

4 0.05 

2.5 0.01 

1.5 not significant 

.. 
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The Wilcoxon signed rank test vvas used to test j-he significance 

of differences between the various mel'hods for determining perception. 

Summing over all vibration frequencies, the (I of I) curve was again 

found to be significantly greater ( one j-ailed p =.01) than the (2 of 3) 

curve ich in turn was significantly greater (one failed p = .01) than 

the 2AFC curve. At neither individual nor overall frequencies were the 

differences significant, behveen experimenter and subiect controlled 

stimulus presentation. The same applies to differences between stimulus 

intensities continuously varying and presented in bursts. 

The Wi !coxon signed rank test was also used to test the 

significance of differences for the experimental variables shown 

in Table iX. If differences were not significanj- (NS) over all 

frequencies of vibration then the same test was appl ied at each frequency. 
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TABLE IX EXF€rirnenJ-al variables - significance of differences. 

-

Variable 

12 tesl-s of threshold: First 6 compared wiJ-h last 6 

Including compared with excluding feel> from whole 
body vibration 

Normal compared with no foolwear 

Reading compared with detecting vibration 

Normal compared wi th reduced vision 

85 compared wah 56dBA noise 

Background vibration 

Threshol ds (T
l 
& T 2) compared in backgrounds 

" (T3~'v.TI) 

II (T3&T2) 

II 
(T3&T 4) 

II " " 

II II II 

II " II 

* lwo tailed p = .05 

** two tailed p = .01 

lwo tailed p = .001 *** 
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1
&B

2 

B3&BI 

B3&B2 

B3&B4 

All 
frequencies 

NS 

NS 

NS 

**i: 

NS 

(p=. 09) 

NS 

** 

** 

** 

Eo ch 
ncy freque 

NS 

1.5* /2. 5*. 

NS 

1.5* /2. 

2.5;". 

NS 
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A6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. 

A6.1. Discussion. 

This study has made a twoFold approach to perception: first, 

an investigal"ion of I-he nature of perception and secondly it has applied 

one particular threshold to the sl"udy of experimental variables. 

The belief in a step like psychometric function for the perception 

of vibration has been the tradition for those who have sl-udied the human 

response to vibration. Thi s belief has been shown to be wil-hout foundation, 

although much depends on the accuracy of measurement. Using one 

particular level of accuracy, it has been shown that percepl-ion does not 

change from t"-JO to YES at a discrel-e level of vibration. It was 

demonstrated that there is a range, of which this discrete leve! is a part, 

and over this rangell-he probability of detecl-ion varies between 0 and 1.0. 

The inference should not be f'hat the threshold curve reported here is correel" 

and oj-her thresholds are wrong: obviously f they are all righl" But one reason v/hy they 

do differ is because the measurement is of different parts of j-he perception 

function. 

Also described in this thesis are a series of investigations inlo the 

magniJ-ude and direction of the effects of a number of experimental variables. 

One particular method for defining the threshold was used. The resul t-s of this 

study are compared vvith previous investigations in Fig. 21. Not surprisingl}!l 

the resull"s fall in lhe region between existing extremes: Chaney (subjects 

had reduced visual cues) and Meisler (curve drawn below all threshold 

scores). Also plotted t however t arE) the two extremes (lOOth and Oth percentile) 
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derived from all the authors' own experiments. These TWO curves show that 

variations in the experiment·al circumsj·ances will contribule at least 

40dB, this being the range of existing reported thresholds. It· is 

regretable that the import'ance of the experimental circumstances has only 

just been confirmed especially in view of the gaps in exist-ing reports so 

cI earl y shown in T abl e I. The sourCE;)S of vari once wh i ch have been 

invesj·igated by the author on a sj"atistical basis are shown in Table X. 

The two existing extremes are Chaney and Meist"er and the experimental 

differences are as follows: acous1"ic noise, vision, analysis, stimulus presentation 

and stimul us control. These two extremes, being about 40dB apart oj" 

2.5 Hz, would have been closer by 1.5, 2.5, 7, I and I dB respecHvely~ 

a total of 13dB. However, inadequacies in experimental techniques and/or reporf-i ng 

by both authors (Meisler's reports being the least cO!Tlprehensive) could lead to j-hese 

experimental differences: background vibration, footwear, subject- response 

criterion, variance within and between subjects. Their respedive contribuj"ions 

have been shown to be of the order of 20, I, 9.5, 6 and 14 dB. 
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T)\BLE X. Sources of variance in a threshold of perception. 

Notation 

Increase in sensitivity I lowering of threshold 

Decrease in sensitivity I raising Ihreshold +-

~-'S-o-u-r'c-e----------------------------'---------D-i-ff-e-re-n-c-e-S-(-d-B-)---------~ 

I 
--~-... -

() Mean I 
Frequency Hz f I 2'-H 1.0.5 2.5 10 25 

~ __ -----___________ ----__ --__ --~-----~-o-r----J-l--Z~~------------------------
Chaney (Ref. 3) - Meister (Ref. 14) 

Resu! ts due to McKay 

I. Vision: (normal - blindfold) 

2. Acoustic noise: (85-56 dBA) 

3. Footwear: (normal - bare foot) 

4. Sex: (females - males) 

5. Posture: (standi ng - si tti ng) 

6. Whol e body vi brati on: ( exc I ude -
i ncl ude feet) 

7. Attenl'ion: (Reading - detecting 
vi bration) 

8. Analysis: (50th-Orh percenl"i Ie) 

9. Analysis: (I of 1)-(2 of 3) judgements 

10. Stimulus preseni-ation: (continuous -
bursts) 

II. Stimulus presenj-ation: (subjecl" -
experimenter control) 

12. Methods: ((2 of 3) - 2AFC) 

13. Ba ckground vi brati on: (~. 01O-~. 001 g) 

14. Subject's response criterion: (100-0)% 
dej"ection 

15. Variance v{ithin one subject: (IOOth ~ 
Oth) percentile 

+29 

-1.5 

0 

+1 

+0.5 

+2 

+1.5 

+2.5 

+6 

+1 

-+1 

+1 
~1r4' 

+6 

+20 

+9.5 

+6 

+34 +42 +29 +20 

* * -3.5 -2.5 0 
* -I +1.5 +1.5 -2.5 

+0.5 -0.5 +1.5 +2.5 

0 0 0 +2 
* * +4.5 +4 +1 -- 2 

* * +7 +4.5 -6 +0.5 

* * * * +2.5 +3 +2 +2.5 

* * * * +8 +7 +3 +5.5 
* * * 

0 +2.5 +1 +0.5 

JFrequenCies used 

~~. 

-Lwere 4, 10, 40 

and 100 Hz. 

-
* +20 

(4 I I 0 I 40 and I 00 '-I z) on.y 

* * * * +4.5 +8.5 +2 +9.5 

16. Variance bel-ween subjeds: (IOOth -~-4<-_+ __ 1_4 ______ +14 +19~ ___ +~9_:J1_3. Oth) percenti I e _. 

~-------------------~--~------

*significcmce at p == .05 fevel. 
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Why should these particular sources of variance affect an experiment 

in lhe perception of vibra"rion? Consider first, the lwo pmameters of the 

stimulus which were investigated: vibration frequency and background 

vibration. 

The intTospective comments confirm I-hat the sensory processes 

which perceived vibration were frequency dependant and that the 

site of sensation i.e. type of sensory receptor, was related 1-0 frequency. 

It is not surprising, therefore, j"hal" overall sensil-ivily was a function 

of frequency. However, j-he relationship for a threshold in terms of 

acceleration and frequency was found to be non-linear and not of a 

form simi lar to lhaj" promulgated by MeisTer & IS O. 

When the level of background vibration exceeded -= O.OOlg, 

j-hresholds of perception could be raised. Either the subjed may notice 

the continuous background in the presence of which a signal of similar 

strength goes undetected or I if asked to ignore the background and 

respond only j-o additional vibrCil-ion, j-he I-hreshold will lie at a higher level. 

Only one fecture of the experimental environmenj- was investigated: 

acoustic noise. In the main experimenl-, many subjects hod commented 

on the difficulty of making judgements in 56 dBA of acoustic noise. They 

reporred distracl-ion and/or masking of the vibration by noise. A higher 

level of acoustic noise raised ihe j'hreshold confirming the suspicions 

of these subjecls. The implication is that lower threshold scores would 

be expected in quieter environments c1Ild presumably lhe converse may also 

hold: that vibration is buildings is less noi'iceable in the presence of ceriain 

kinds of noise. 
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With regard to experimental method it was somewhat 

surprising to find that for subiect controlled si'imulus presentation, 

sensitivity was reduced; surprising because the subject would know 

when to expect a stimul us. Subjects do i'end to be conservative 

in I"heir judgements i.e. use a response criterion with a high 

probabi I i ty of detection. This may be accentuated when fhey 

control presen'l'ati on or it may be that they are i nfl uenced by bei ng 

asked to make adjustments starl"ing from a high level (~O.OIOg) (see 

Secti on B2. 2.1 .) . 

A higher i'hreshol d was also derived when stimul us level 

was continuously increasing raj'her than in steps and bursts. 

This lTend in sensitivity was expected in view of the finding that subjects 

tended j'o respond j at theshold levels, j'o the onset Cind offset of the 

vibral'ion sl-imulu$. The implical'ion is that intermiHent vibration is 

more nol"iceable than continuous vibration of the same intensity. 

The comparison between mel'hods for defining the threshold 

illustrates the importcmce of the limit and/or methods used. The trend 

for the (2 of 3) scores to be lower than the (I of I) scores 

is probably a resul i' of the greater number of exposures. The 

forced choice procedure yielded an even lower threshold confirming the 

findings of othel's (Swets Ref. 29). They aHribute this result to the 

subject making conservative judgements i . e. employi ng a stri ct 

limif' of perception, when not forced to make a decision. 
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Nine sources of variance in the subjects' physical or behavioural 

characteristics were investigated on a statisti cel basis. Sensitivity 

was significantly reduced when normal vision was prevented at low 

vibral'ion frequen des. I n this region I larger displacements ~~ ins.) 

are needed to evoke perception and vision may therefore playa part 

01 though very few subiects commented that visual cues were advantageous. 

Ii" is possible i'hat females adopt a more conservative limit of perception 

but there is no obvious explanation for the significant difference between 

the sexes. When the feet and lower limbs vibrate together with 

the whole body f sensitivity waS again significantly reduced at J'he 

low frequencies only. This moy be explained by the larger relative 

movement which occurs bef'ween stationary lower and moving upper body 

where frequency is low and displacements large. Standing subiecJ"s were 

significani'ly less sensitive but this was not due to their footwear which 

was not a signifi cant source of variance. 

Where the subjed-s attention was diverted frol,l the task of 

detecting vibration, sensitivity waS significantly reduced. This result 

was expected. I t has a Iso been shown that the s ubi eet may use varyi ng 

degrees of certainty in making decisions and this will lead 1'0 probabilities 

of detection varying from zero to 1.0. 

Lastly, the extenj" of wii-hin and beiween subject variance has been 

illustraled. Using lhe (2 of 3) method, overall frequencies, j"emporal 

variability of the j"hreshold wos as large as the variobi!ity between 

individuals. Buj· 01" each frequency f tempoml vClriation wos always 

f·he lesser. Even so the threshold when tesied on different occasions 

will vory over a relatively wide and parti culorly so at the higher 
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frequencies. This moy, of course, be 0 consequence of this particular 

method for determining a threshold or it mOl be a function of 

inherent subject variabi I ii'y. However, the method derives considerabl e 

support from ii's sensitivity to the many experimenl-al variables described 

above. 

Examining the post tesj- subiect" comments, revealed an absence of 

comment on the vibration exposure. And yet I-here is ample evidence 

of nuisance and distress to building occupanf's at these levels (Daily 

Telegraph, June 23, 1971). The dichoj-omous nature of this evidence 

underlines the importance of the psychological circumstances of the 

experiment and points out Ihe serious limitations of laboratory 

research inl-o j-his subject. 

Perhaps I-he most important conclusion is that the threshold should 

not be considered as a discrej-e value but rather, it should be 

considered as a range, this being from + 0.001 to + O.OIOg , with 
- - z 

a large number of sources of variance. For some individuals, 

in certain situations, the threshold of perception will lie outside 

this range. 

A6. 2. Concl usions. 

Section A of this thesis reviews existing informal'ion on I-he threshol d 

of perception for whole body,. vertical, sinusoidal vibral-ion and discusses 

the I imi tations of this informal-ion. Experimenj·s are described I the 

aims of which vv'cre to make a more definii-ive sl-udy of the j-hreshold, its 

variability and the most C1ppropriate exp'3rimental techniques used 1-0 define 

the fhresho I d. 
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It is suggested that this information is relevant to man's perception 

of vibration in buildings and may lherefore be of use to buildinJ designers 

and where complaints of vibration intrusion are made by the occupanls 

of bui Idings. 

The traditionally held belief in a step-like psychometric function 

for the p9rception of vibration was shown 1-0 be misleading. A threshold 

of perception in a group comprising !-wenty-four male and twenty-four 

female subiects had a median of':::: 0.003g and interquartile range of 

.:::: 0.002 1"0':::: O.OO4g. A considerable number of experimental variables 

affecting perception V,fere investigated. These were the stimulus 

characteristics: vibration frequency and background vi bration. The 

laboratory acoustic noise was si"udied as waS the experimental method: 

subiect versus experimenter presentation of the stimul us I burst versus 

continuously varying sj-imul us presenfation, analysis and methods for 

determining thresholds. Subject variables were: vision, foolwear, sex/ 

posture! aHention! response criterion, vibrating and stationary footrests! 

within and between subject variance. Many of these sources of variance 

were statis'l"i cally signifi conL 

The relevance of this work to lhe hu:nan response to vibration In 

buildings is discussed. 
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Section B STARTLE 
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81. INTRODUCTION, 

Man may be exp::>sed i-o a vari ety of sudden vi brat-ory forces: 

the origin of such excitation might inc! ude blasting / soni c booms 

and construction equipment. Despite the occurrence of these forces r 

there has been very I ittle previous research which has examined 

the effects of short dumtion/ whole body vibration ot levels 

typical of j-hose found in buildings excited by impulsive forces. 

At these levels r Magid (Ref. 30) has probably used the shortest 

experimental duration of between 0.3 ,and 3 minuj-es / otherwise 

impact research has been at higher levels with specific reference 

to the design of aircrafi- ejection seats (Ref. 31). 

The hurnan response may well depend on the unexpected quality 

of j-he stimulus and presumably this unexpectedness or startle 

response may be more acute in buildings where their purpose/ 

whether residential or occupational/ is unrelated to the vibration 

source. B8th von Gierke (Ref. 32) and Rice (Ref. 33) have underlined 

the need for research into man's response i-o sonic boom induced 

building vibrations. 

The startle reaction has been the subject of a !arge number of 

previous invesj-igations. Many of j-hese used a psychophysiolo;;Jical 

approoch and have been reviewed by O!dmon (Ref. 34). May 

(Ref. 35) has reviewed and experimcnl-ed in j-ask performance under 

5j"adl e. Lukas (Ref. 36) has used simulated sonic Dooms wi th both 

an ocouslic and vibratory component- and he has investigated their 
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ioinl' effecl- on performance and eleciTomyography (EMG) measurements. 

These references have shov,rn that measurable changes in psychophysiological, 

in performance and in subiective assessments are attributoble to a sudden 

exl-erna I (usua Ily acous!-i c) stimul us. 

However, these measurements ore of specific components of a 

generalised orienting or gl"ar"rle readion in man which is consequent 

on suddent siimulation. The question therefore arises of how besi-

to define, the characteristics of these general ised reactions. 

Having done so, it will then be possible i-o decide which specific 

indices are fhe most appropriate in the context of a sudden vibration 

stimul us. 

BI.I. Na:-ure of the startle reflex. 

Sokolov (Ref.37) has staled: " .... stimulus and the reinforcement 

that fol lows evoke: 

a. an orienting reflex (OR)- a non specific, generalised reaction 

of activation of the organism thal- incl udes motor I vasculOi, 

respiratory and bioeledrical components. 

b. adapl-ational reflex (AR) - a localised specific response 

for a given analyser reaction of adaptation to i-he acting stimulus. 

c. a defensive reflex (DR) - a 1"oj"ol defensive reaction of the 

organism which is evoked where the stimulus reaches a destructive 

intensity" . 

Noi- only does stimulus inJ-ensity playa role in the evocation 

of the DR but also f number of repelilions. /Vloderaj-ely intense 

stimu! i may produce a DR for Ihe first few irials and then the OR 
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or the reverse depending on the nature of the stimul us and its vetl ue 

to lhe receiver. 

Considerable effort has gone in elaborating the definitions of 

the OR and DR and in methods by which these 1'v.;o ~esponses may be 

distinguished. The characteristi cs of the OR have been summarised 

as follows Lynn (Ref. 38):. 

i. increases in sensif'ivity of sense organs 

II. a characteristic response of the musculature, including 

a general increase in muscle tone and EMG. 

III. changes in electroencephalogram (EEG) 

iv. vegel'ative changes for example, in vasoreaction, galvani c 

skin reflex (GSR) and heart rate (HR). 

In some of these fundions, sl'imulation may evoke qualil-ative 

or quantij-ative changes and these may be used to distinguish the OR 

from the DR. Sokolov believes that the two are most- easily identified 

in the vasoreaction: with l-he OR, there is vasodilation in the 

head and vasoconstriction in the limbs. With fhe DR vasoconstriction 

occurs in both head and limbs. For thermal stimuli, as Zimny and 

Mi II er (Ref. 39) point out, the vasoreacfion is somewhat different 

especially with the AR, but j-his need not concern us here. 

Raskin e1' 01 (Ref.40) hold j-he opposing view to Sokolov, 

namely that- it is not possible to distinguish t-he OR and DR on the 

basis of vasomotor activily in the forehead skin. Raskin suggests that 

l"he OR and DR may be distinguished in the HR response and a short 

latency deceleration may characterise the OR. Graham and Clifton 

(Ref.4!L Germano and Klein (r<ef.42) and Uno and Grings (Ref,43) 
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agree and disagree on various phases of the stimul us HR response 

pattern. Clearly thero is a need for a better understanding of 

the cardiovascular response before furl-her del"ailed study of 

habituation. And quite clearly these autonomic components, the 

HR and vasoreaction 1"0 a vibration stimulus are worthy of further 

investigation. 

Considerable support for Sokolov's theory was produced in 

experimenls conduded by Zimny and Schwabe (Ref. 4.4) usi ng measures 

of both vasoreaction and GSR. Although the GSR, unlike the 

vasoreaction, does not exhibit a qualitative change dependent on 

the sl"imul us, iI" is true that previous sj"udies (Ref. 38) have used 

the GSR in response to electri c s:hocks and acoustic stimulation. 

These have demonsfrated suppod for Sokolov's I"heory. And, 

furth:mnore, we know that the GSR is sensitive to stimul i 

generated by the subied, both inl"ernally and externally. Indeed, 

Montagu (Ref.45) has stated: " ... GSR is the mosj" sensitive physiological 

indicator of psychological events available". There is good reason 

therefore 1"0 use the GSR in whole--body vibration experimentsi a 

field of study in which it has not yet been applied. 

Similar evidence and reasoning supports the use of EEG and 

EMG measures but these hvo are subiect to specia! consideral"ion 

in the conl-ext of whole body vibration experimenls. First, the 

perception and cortical response to body vibration, unlike 

audil"ion, is non-specific in man. As a resulj", no one cortical 

site responds to a vibration. In the case of EMG measurements, 
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the difficulty is of Q more practica! nature. Namely that by virtue of the physical 

vibration causing movement, much of the body musculature will be active 

irrespecti ve of the orienting reaction which occurs at a higher autonomic 

level, together with specific EMG orienting components. 

BI.2. Measurements proposed in thecontexf of vibration and storlle. 

50 far then I evidence has been presented or referred to whi eh 

suggests that in the context of short duration, vibration experiments 

the HRr vasoreaction and GSR are indices worthy of invesiigation. 

This conclusion is based on a mixture of considerations from what 

is techni cally possibl e and physiologically sound. On these 

same grounds EEG and EMG have been found inapproprl ate to short 

duration vibration exposures. Performance and sj-artle due to 

vibration is being investigated elsewhere (Ref. 36) and was not 

inc! uded in this investigation. 

To complement the use of these objective indices, it was 

thoughl to be worthwhile making an assessment of the subiedive 

feel ings of sJ-artle caused by the vibration stimul us. 5ubsequenj<ly, 

it would be possible to compare the two complementary aspects of 

human behaviour: on the one hand II consciously controlled feel i ngs" 

with subconsciously controlled vegetative indices on the other hand. 

Several invesl"igal'ors have attempted the subjedive measurement 

of si"artle witL varying degrees of success. May (Ref.35) used a 

simple method of magnitude esj'imation in response to pistol shoi"s 
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and actual sonic booms. He showed habil"ual-ion and correlation 

with a performance measure. There are considerable difficulties 

inherent in the measurement ofsubiective startle. It is in the 

nature of starj'le thai" subiecl"s' response are "one off" ( that 

he cannot make comparisons with a standard unless it is imaginary 

or (probabl y) long forgoHen. Section B2.2 discusses these 

difficulties in relation to potential methods of subjective 

assessmen!" • 
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B2. ARTIFACTS AN D METHOD 

B2.1. Artifacj"s in electl"Ophysiological recor_~in9. 

In whole body vibration experiments, there are a numbe~' of 

possible sources of artifact in i"he recording of electrophysiological 

event-so Prior to these experiments, considerable effort was ~penf 

in delineaHng the circumstances in which artifact could occur in 

the GSR, HR and vasoreaction under conditions of whole body vibral"ion. 

The four sources of error which were considered to be possible under 

vibral"ion were as follows: 

i. MovemenJ- of the electrodes relaf"ive to the skin sH-e. 

In all three physiological functions, this arlifad has a 

discrete f identifiable and transient effect on the recording. In oi-her 

words, the effect of "loss of contad" is a characteristi cone. 

By observing j-he raw waveforms, as distinct from a treated 

waveform such as j-he HR, it was always possi ble fo idennfy where this 

error had occurred. I n fact it 'yvas fai rI y infrequent. However I when 

this did occur it waS always possible 1"0 null its effects on fhe results, 

by paying very close aHention to i"he time history of events. The 

stimulus duration for these experiments (see Sec1"ion B3) was one second 

which is usually less than the laj"ency of lhese physiological functions, 

so thaj- the stinw I us offset and "loss of contact" due j-o relative eledrode/sii-e 

movement had already taken place before any physiologicol changes occurred. 

ii. Movement of j-he eledrode leads only: Poor elecirical 

connections cmd pick up induced by movemenl" thlOugh stray electrical fields 
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are demonstrated when the leads vibrate or move. The firs!- problem is easily 

rectified but j-he second is noL However, no effeds on the measured functions 

were observed for gross lead movements probably because each of the three 

pream pi i fi ers was fi tted wi th a low pass fi Iter. 

III. Movement of I-he electrode/site combination. Voluntary 

and vibration incLced movement of both the individual limbs and the 

whole body were considered. Using two subjeds and a dummy resistive 

load no effects were observed in the GSR. (The GSR arises from changes in 

skin resisfance whi ch is mediated by the sweat glands only.) Using three 

subiects and a dummy light source t the PPG was unaffected by transducer/ 

site movements. 

For EKG and HR the result was different. The EKG is determined 

by the changes in potential measured on j-he surface of the skin. Placed 

in EKG lead position II I the electrodes detect potentials generated by 

the adivity of j-he heart muscles t these being tansmitted to the surface of fhe skin 

by various body fluids and tissue. Where mO"Bmenl- is induced whether 

voluntary or otherwise, there may be a response of I-he musculature and 

changes in potential generated by the limb muscles (EMG) will occur. 

When the limb muscles are active, the EKG may therefore be compounded 

of l'he potenticds generated by boj'h the heart and limb muscl es. 

iv. Artifads in physiologi cal functioning. 

As explained above r f'he GSR and PPG f being dependeni- on resistance 

and I ight changes I are unaffected by vol unlar)1 or vi btaH on induced movemenl's 
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provided j-here is no relative movement behveen the el ectrode and site. 

On the other hand, the EKG may become conj-aminated by limb 

muscle potentials. This EMG is of higher frequency than the EKG and the 

use of a low pass fil ter is therefore beneficial. Close observation of the raw EKG 

identifies fhe occasions on which this artifact occurs. H-s effects can be 

further nullified by paying close ai"tention fo the stimulus onset and offset in 

relation to the HR changes whi ch occur. 

In conclusion, it is essential to ensure the best possil .... le electrode/site 

contact. "Loss of contad" and EMG artifacts can be identified by observal"ion 

of raw waveforms and their effects can usually be nullified by close aHention 

to the time history events where exposure duralions are of the order of one second. 

B2.2. Subjective mel-hod 

Consider first j-he constraint imposed by the nature of the experiment 

on the subject-ive methods which could be used. The subiect-'s task is to report 

his feelings of startle: a feeling which is obviously mediated by fhe characteristics 

of the sl-imul us and ils relationshi p to previous stimul i. Obviously then, a 

comparison or reference stimulus is impractical where startle is concerned 

although annoyance or discomfort are another matter. It may be that- the 

subject uses the feelings evoked by the first stimulus as his reference or he may 

use some imaginary standard, self generated. But prescribed modulus, pair 

comparison or magnitude production techniques are not applicable in the 

coni'ext of sj-artle where other stimul i may have a substantial effect. 
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A second and more practical constraint is imposed by the limited 

degree of physl cal movement which subjects would, be allowed fo make 

in communi eating their response to the experimeni'er. 

These considerations gave rise to the choice of the simple method 

of magnitude estimation described in,section 83.3. Subjeds were asked 

to soya number which \vas proportional j'o rheir feel ings: ihe absol ute 

value of the first response being unirnportant but subsequent responses 

were required to show proportionally in relation to the first. Stevens 

{Ref. 48) describes a series of experiments in some of which, subjects used 

a standard and in others fhey did not. One of his conclusions was: 

" ••.. in making quantitcri'ive estimates of sensory magnitudes, the lypical 

subject seems able to describe his sensed-ions in a cons!sl-ent quantitative 

language. At least he seems able 1'0 do so whenever the experimenf 

gives him a fair and unbiased opportunity to do so". 

The absoluj'e value of i-he subiectls response to the first s'rimulus 

is obviously of liHle significance, whaj< is important is the relationship 

of subsequenj< responses j<o j<he first. Moreover, in the laboratory sil'uation, 

the practical value of absoluj-e judgements is nil; j-he importance lies in 

intere!ationshi ps: beiween stimul i r repetii'ions otid orders. 

ConsideraJ-ion was also given to the word which is used to describe 

feelings of startle. Possible synonyms include: surprise, frightenr cafch 

unaware r make jump and shock. The word stad'ie was eventually used bec01;Jse 

although it is less commonly used than some of the oi'hers, it was closest i"o ihe 
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meaning which was to be expressed. 

B2.2.1. Limitaf"ions of the subjective method. 

Having seleded the most appropriate subiective method for these 

experimental purposes r consider now the limitations of this method so l"hat 

the results are seen in proper perspective. 

i. Asymmefry of response range. 

Some subjects may underestimate the low and overestimate l"he 

high intensity stimul i. Or as Stevens puts it: "subject1s judgement 

is dependent not only on the ratio of the stimulus to sl-andard 

(real or imagined) but also on the absolute level of the stimulus". 

Some subjects may be afraid to "use up" low numbers or may misconceive 

the proportional i ty of numbers in other ways. 

ii. Some may use an ordinal and not- a ratio scale. That 

is they can order fee! ings greaJer or less J-han but not in proportion 

to the standard. 

iii. Contexj- error. 

The subject may make his iudgemenl" on the basis on previous stimuli r 

usually the prededing one and not necessarily the first. This type of error 

is inherent in the method adopted l discarding as it does the use of an 

external standard. 

IV. Past experience. 

The subject may be influenced by his previous experience in either 
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vibraj"ion or subjective rating experiments. 

v. Validity. 

Stevens writes: " ... the quanl"itative estimai'ion of subiective 

magnitudes is not an easy task. Sensations do not come with numbers 

written on them, ... It is no wonder that subtle constraints and biases 

can influence the results ... the outcome is a func"Hon of method". Obviously 

the absolute value of the method used has no validity, but i"he reader musl

decide on the val idity of relative judgements. 

vi. Some subjects may confuse the startle feelings evoked by 

the stimulus with the magnitude of fhe stimulus itself. 

B2.3. Psychophysiology: stimul us, pseudo stimul us end arbil-rari Iy chosen responses. 

The purpose of this investigaHon was to examine the psychophysiological 

responses to sudden vi bral"ion. In order to validate these responses it is 

necessary to compare them with the normal (possibly random) variations 

in the same physiological index under resting i. e. no vibraHon conditions. 

The stimulus response (SR) was therefore compared with a control response 

(CR) selected on an arbitrary basis. In practice, this was j-he mid point 

between stimuli and two and a half minutes before the firsl" sl"imulus. 

An alternative approach is the comparison of SR with a pseudo 

stimulus or spontaneous fluctuation. Such evenis, usually generated from within 

the subject bui occasionally arising from external laboratory noise for example l 

are readily observable in j"he GSR. Internal sources of fluduation include 
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respiration and sinus arrhyj'hmia in heart role. When using the pseudo stimulus 

method of analysis the experimental purpose is investigation of the different 

type of response: to the experimental stimulus and to spontaneous (usually mild) 

stimuli generated internally or exj'ernally to the subject. By chance, it could 

occur that the arbitrary response was selected during an on-going spontaneous 

fI uctuation but such occurrences were rare. 

This distinction belween spontaneous fI uctualions and control response 

as a method of analysis, is important and inj'imately related to the 

experimental purpose. Arbitrary responses were chosen in analysis of heart 

ral'e and vasoreaction because the aim was to make use of the physiological 

tools as disl"ind from investigai"ing their properties. 
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B3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD. 

B3.1. Vibration equipment. 

The method for generaj"ing and measuring t-he vibration was the same 

as that described in sedion A4.10. Two vertical vibration levels of + 0.1 

and + I .Og were used. 

However I differences in seated body weight and mechanical 

impedance between fhe subjeds could affect the seat acceleration. For 

these reasons, an attempt was made to control subject posture. Furthermore 

it was not possible to predict and preset the vibration exposure of each subiect 

as this would reduce the startle qualHies of the stimulus. The appropriate 

amplifier gain settings were presei" on the basis of 12 subjecJ-s not used in the 

acl"ual experiment who provided the data for drawing up a graph of seated 

body weight against gain settings to give the nominal acceleration of ~ 1.0 and =0 .Ig. 

Typical vibrai"ion exposures of the experiment itself are shown, as recorded on 

Devices M2 equipmenl, in Appendix Dp across subjects i·he mean accelerations 

were ~ 1.03 and ~ O.lg with standard deviation of 0.09g and zero respectively. 

For details of the stability, repeatability, distortion and duration of the 

acceleration exposures see Appendix D. 

The vibration frequency was 20 Hz with duration of one second. The stimul us 

parameters (~ 1.0, ~ O.lg, 20 Hz and I sec) were selected on the basis of sonic 

boom induced bui Iding vibraj"ion measurements (Ref. 46). Appendix E gives a 

summary of lhese measurements: the range of peak verl'i cal accelerations recorded 

on residential house floors was ~ 0.02 to ~ 0.29g ,'lith a mean of ~ 0.139. 
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Predominant frequencies were 20 Hz with durations between half Clnd one 

second. 

B3.2. Subjects. 

Twelve males in normal health and aged between 20 and 31 years 

gave written consenl- to take part in the experiment. All the subiecis had 

taken part in only one previous vibration experiment I namely the one 

described in section A. They were chosen from the st-udenis r research and 

technical staff of f-he University. The duranon of each test was about thiriy 

minutes but no payments were made to any subject. The Audiology Group's 

Safety and Ethics Committee gave prior approval for floe experiment- 1'0 take place. 

B3.3. Subject instructions. 

The subjects sat on fhe vibration platform with hands resting in j-heir lap. 

Their feet were ploced on a stal'ionary fool- rest, whose height was adjustable 

so thaf the underside of the thigh was not in conJ-act wHh ihe platform. The angle 

between thigh (md table being approximately 10°; from below the kneel the leg 

was vertical. AI I subjects wore the clothing and footwear which lhey used in 

their normal occupalions. The written instructions for subjects were as follows: 

"I am going to make your seat vi brate a number of times. 

Your task is to tell me hov,; startling each vibration is, 

by assigning a number to each. 

Please woi1" unj-il you are asked for your impressions; 

this vIIi I ! a short time afi-er each vibraHon. Give 

your feelings of startle a number - any number you 
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think appropriaj<e but try to make j-he numbers you use 

proportional to your feelings of startle. 

I appreciate j-hat being seated without a back rest for 

about Iwenly minules, may be uncomfortable. Try to adopt 

a reasonably upright but relaxed posture at the outset 

and see if you can maintain this throughout. II 

On completion of the experimeni-, subjects were asked, in an informal 

way a number of questions concerning their subjective judgemenl-s. 

These included their imagery, whether they preferred the freedom 

of judgemEnt inherent in the method, if they believed j-heir judgements 

to be consistent and how many differenj- acceleranon I evels there were. 

The noteworthy findings were complainl-s about the lack of a standard 

or reference all-hough most subieds bel ieved l-heir judgements were 

consistent. Most believed there were at least four different acceleration 

levels but it was obvious that some subjects rated the stimulus magniJ-ude 

and not their feelings. For further discussion of j-hese resulj-s see section B4.S. 

B3.4. Mej-hods of psychophysiology. 

The e I edrocardi ogram (E l< G) and heart ra te (11 R) were recorded 

using a Devices ACI preampl ifier I ral'emej-er and M8 recorder. The four 

surface electrodes were connected in EKG lead position II and held in 

contact with the subjeds ' I imbs by means of rubber straps. The two 

GSR elecfTodes \overe oHached to j-he subject's leH forearm and middle 

finger of the left hand and connecJ-ed viC! a bridge coupling unij- to a DC2 

preamplifier ill the M8 recorder. Cambridge eleclTode jelly was used for 

both the GSR and El<G electrodes. 
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A Devices phol'oplethysmograph (PPG) comprising a light source 

and photo-detector was used to monitor the vasoreaction. MounJ-ed 

in the centre of the forehead this photocell was sensitive to light reflected 

from the local tissue and vascular bed. The principle of the PPG relies on the 

tissue density remaining constant so fhat I'he changes in light reflected are 

inversely proportional to I'he vol ume 'of blood \I.e. more blood = less 1 ight 

reflec-red). In fact there are two cardiovascular components: Ihe blood 

volume (BV) and pulse amplitude (PA). Decreases in these two components 

give rise to an increase in light reflected and output from the photocell which 

is fed 10 the M8 recorder via a preamplifier. 

B3.5. Proced ure . 

On entering the vibration laboratory} each sublect was asked 

to sign a form consenting to take part in the experiment. Their fitness 

to take part was assumed on the basis of a satisfactory reply to the list 

of contradictions [ included in a U. K. Safely Guide (Ref.4?). 

Subjects were then asked to be seated on the vibrator and whilst 

the various electrodes were aHached, each subject read the sheet of 

printed instructions. Curtains and a cI ini cal screen were then arranged 

around fhe subjec1- 10 form a small room and recording began after I'he 

2 to 3 minutes required to adjusl' and calibrate recordings. 

After five minutes of resting recording} each subjec'r received 

the first stimulus, j-hereaHer stimuli followed at 2, 4, 3, 2 & 4 minute intervals: 

a total of six stimuli. There were two orders of stimulus intensity as follows 

(Table Xl): 
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TABLE Xl. Order of stimul us intensities. 

-
Subiects Stimulus intensity (:::':9) 

I 2 3 4 5 6 

. 

Group I = 1/ 3/ 5/ 7, 9/ 1/ 1.0 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.1 1.0 

G rou pO. I = 2 / 4, 6, 8/ 10, 12 0.1 1.0 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.1 

-
Time interval (mins.) 5 2 4 3 2 4 

- -

At about thirty seconds aHer each stimulus, subjects were asked for 

their subjective responses and these were noted by the experimenter. 
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B4. RESULTS AND At"-lALYSIS. 

B4.1. Heart rate. 

Beat-by-beat analysis of both the stimul us responses (SR) and 

arbit.rarily chosen control responses (CR) from pre-stimulus beat three j-o post 

stimulus beat twelve was carried out. For the group receiving the large stimulus 

first (group I) I the changes in heart rate for both CR and SR are shown in Fig. 22. 

Group 0.1 responses are presented in Fig.23. Fig. 24 shows in detail the responses 

to the first stimulus only for group I. 

* What is the probabilily of the SR and CR in heart rate being the same? 

The dislTibution of the stimul us heart rai-e response was assumed not 1"0 

meet the criteria of parametri c tests of signifi cance. Consequently I i-he Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test was used as the data were independent and assumed to achieve ordinal 

scaling as defined by Siegel (Ref. 20) . This i"est compares distributi ons being 

sensitive to central tendency I dispersion and skewness. 

TABLE XII. Probability of SR and CR heart rate responses being drawn from same populations. 

Stimulus 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Subiects 

-- - .. "'-------- ~-

IntensitY':g 1.0 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.1 1.0 

Probabi I ity .001 .001 .01 .005 .05 NS 
Group I 

< ~ .-
I n lens i j"y ':9 0.1 1.0 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.1 

Proba bi I i ty .001 NS .05 .001 NS .05 
Group 0.1 

-------=- ------
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Table Xli confirms that most of the differences are significant 

between the he_nrt role SR and CR responses. By itself, i-his resul t 

is of little value, unless the nature of the arbilrorily chosen control 

response is more clearly defined. This consideral'ion !eads us 1"0 the 

next questi on. 

* What is ihe nature of the CR in heart raf'e? 

Fig. 25 shows that- the distribuTIon of these scores is relatively 

normal and use of the analysis of variance technique is probably 

justified. An F test showed no signifi cant differences between subjects 

(12) and repetiiions (6). In other words, these fluduations are essen'i'ially 

random. The normal change in heart rate had a mean of -0.17and 

standard deviation of 4.12 beals/tninuj'e. 

So for, it has been shown that for most repetil'ions the stimulus 

heart rate respo.n::;e is distinct from normal fluctuations in heart rate and these 

show no consistent- changes across subiects or with f'irne. Trends in habituation 

may now be considered. 

* What is probability of the SR to the firsj' stimulus being i'hs same 

as the reponse to f'he last stimulus of the same intensiJy? 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was again used: resuli's are shown 

in TC1ble XIII. 
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TABLE XII!. Comporison of the responses t~ fhe first and cornparable __ last stimuli. 

Sf I' ltd 6'"1 d 2 d d r.:th :l Imu I S an ! 1 compare 

[ 
n an .) comporee 

=J .. - , 

Intensiiy (~) 1.0 0.1 

Probabi I ity 
-0.05 0.005 

I nj-ensi ty (:g) 0.1 1.0 

Proba bi I i ty 0.05 NS 

Table XIII shows that there are significant changes across repej-i1-ions 

in the stimulus response pattern;, In addition, the same statisJ-ical test was 

used to compare the responses of the group who received j-he large 

stimulus first and fhe group who received the smaller stimulus first. 

* What is the probability of similar response patterns in groups who 

received differenj- stimulus magnitudes first. Using the (SR minus CR) 

data, this two tailed probability was 0.001. 

With regard to the nature of the response patterns f Figures 22 

and 23 are informative. I n addition a beat by beaj- analysis over 

post stimulus beats I I'hrough 12 was also made where the SR and C R 

were compared. For fhe six subjects who received the large stimul us 

first, there was a significant increase in the SR for 5 beats. On 

repetition this response did noj- recur and neil-her did the other group 

(receiving the small sl'imulus first) show a similar trend. However, this 

latter group showed a significanl decrease for post stimulus beats 9 and 10. 

This same pattern was repeated for only one other repetition: in the group 

who received the smaller siimu!us for their second presentation (i .e. Group I). 
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Footnoj-e 

The HR paitern change is intimal-ely related to and dependant on 

the HR level at pre stimulus beat 3. This choice is validated on lhe grounds 

that the effects of sHmul us onset in relat-ion to the respira-fion induced 

rhythmic varialions in heart rate (sinus arrhythmia) is averaged out over 

subiects and repeHtions. Since subjects aded as their own controlr 

interindividual differences in pre stimulus HR level/ did not materialiy affect 

the resul fs. 

B4.2. Gal van ic ski n response. 

The fundamenlal question concerns the relat-jonship between the 

magnitude of the stimulus evoked response (signal GSR) and for control 

purposes, the number and magnitude of spontaneous GSR's in each subject. 

The GSR was scored in Kn(fall) in resist-ance j-o lhe first point of maximum 

inflection. The smallest signal GSR which occurred being 1.5 Ka. Subsequently, 

the number and magnitude of spontaneous GSR'sr equalling or exceeding 

1.5 KJlwas recorded and these were compared with the signal GSR'sr as in 

Table XIV. 

Transformation of the raw resistance scores to log conductance / 

the currently popular unit of quantification (Ref.49)r was not made. 

As a resulj-, it should be noted that j-he results were based on change in 

skin resistance and were independent of l'he background level. Justification 

of th is method of cmalysis is made on the grounds that each subiect was used 

as his own control, In fact the background level varies lit-He intraindividually 

buj- subsj-antially inierindividually. If j:his laHer comparison were to have been 

made, then transformation to conductance changes woul d have been esseni-ial • 
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One furl-her point to note is thai' the GSR made by all subjects when 

giving his subjective response some 30 seconds after the sl-irnulus was 

not included in the analysis. 

* What is the probabilil-y of the signal GSR's being as ~mall as the 

spontaneous GSR's taking into account their size and number? 

TABLE XIV. Signa! and spontaneous GSR's compared. 

Intensity (~g) 1.0 (Group I) 0.1 (Group 0.1) 

-
~ Subiect 1 3 5 7 9 II 2 4 

m =".."",,, 

Proba bi I i ty .002 .001 .05 .002 .01 .002 .05 I/~ .001 

(one tai led) 

----
The data for Table Xl V were derived using the Mann Whitney U lest: 

ordinal scaling being assumed. The table shows that the signal GSR is clearly 

distinguishable from the size and number of spontaneous fluctuations in I'he 

normal or resting skin resisl'ance. 

In constrast with heart rate, the measure of skin resisj'ance showed 

no trends of habitua-rion whatever. Using the Wilcoxon signed rank test 

comparisons were made belween the 1st and 6th and between the 2nd and 5th 

responses with no significcml' differences being detec'ted. 

Lastl y the GS R scores were exam i ned j'o see if Ihe response was 

sensHive to the two differenj' sl-imulus magniludes. The Mann Whitney 

test was used. 
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* What is the probability I-hat the GSR to the.:: 0.1 and to the 

.:: 1.0g are the same? This one tailed probability was calculated 

as 0.004. In other words r the GSR could distinguish the two 

stimul us magni tudes. 

B4.3. VasoreacJ-ion. 

Both the blood volume (BV) and pulse amplii-ude (PA) of j-he 

forehead vasoreaction were analysed beat by beat from pre stimulus 

beat 3 to post stimulus beat 12 for both a stimulus (SR) and controi 

(midpoin!-) responses (CR). The level of measuremen!- used for this 

analysis was rather weaker than that used for heart rate and GSR. 

Namely, that only qual jj-ative changes were used without regard to l'heir 

magniJ-ude i.e. the response was denoted either consl'rictive, dilaj-ory or 

unchanged. The method expressed changes in BV or PA as devial-ions 

from pre stimulus beat 3 but where it was not possible to decide if the 

PA or BV at that beat, was greater or I ess than the val ue at pre stirnul us 

beat 3, then the deviaJ-ion was sel' equal to zero. The reason for !his 

restridion on the level of measurement was the necessify for compromise 

in the setting of j-he gain control. The gain should be as high as possi ble 

for study of the response but not so high as to drive the stimulated response 

"off scale". BV was scored as change from the diosl-olic level. 

-J: What is the probability of the SR and CR in bol-h BV and PA 

being drawn from the same populations. Table XV shows the level 

of significanl- differences based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tesL 
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TABLE XV. Differences between stim ul us and norma! fl uctuations. 

Subjects I SHmulus 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6thj Vasoreaction 

Intensity (':::g) 1.0 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.1 1.0 

Group I Probabilil-y .001V .05
D 

NS NS NS NS PA -
pulse 
amplHoude 

.001D .005
V 

NS .OO!D NS NS BV - blood vol ume 

----- .... no .. _.""_ 

Intensity (':::g) 0.1 1.0 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.1 
Group 0.1 

Probability NS NS NS NS NS NS PA -
pulse 
ampl itude 

NS .05
V 

.05
V 

.001y .01V NS BV - blood vol ume 

Table XV confirms that some of the differences are significant between 

the vasoreaction stimulus and arbitrarily chosen responses and the blood volume 

shows greater reactivity than pulse ampl itude. 

The suffix D indicates that the nature of the difference in SR is dilative 

and suffix V indicates greater variability in SR i.e. lhal ihe test of significance 

had found a difference in dispersion between SR's and CR's. 

To explain these differences further t fohe arbitrary responses were 

examined alone. 

* What is fhe nal"ure of the CR's in vasoreaction? 

For this CR data, the use of analysis of variance was validated on lohe same 

grades a5 for hearf ral<e. For both BV and PA the nel't change over all pos]< sj<imul us 

beats! subjects and repetiJ-ions was zero. /J..n F loest showed no significant 

differences across subjects or repetitions. 
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We can now move on to the ability of the vasoreaction fo detect trends 

of habil-uation. Comparing responses for stimuli I and 6 and stimuli 2 and 5 

showed no signifi cant differences in either BV or PA. This confirms that this 

particular vasoreaction does .not habituate. 

Consider now the sensitivity of fhe vasoreaction to the two different 

stimul us magn if'udes. 

* What is the probability that the BV and PA responses are the 

same for fhe group receiving the large stimul us first as for the group receiving 

the smaller stimulus first? The resulj·s of applying the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 

gave a two tai led probabi I i ty of .005 for both PA and BV. I n other words fhe 

vasoreaction was sensiJ-ive j'O stimulus magnitude. 

With regard to the nature of the vasoreaction within beats, Table XV 

is explanatory: the differences being denol-ed as either dilative r constrictive or 

variable. In addition the Wilcoxon test was used to fest for any changes at each 

beat. For only the ~ 1.0g as the first stimulus was there a significanl' dilal'ion 

(p=.05) of BV and this occurred over posf stimul us beats 5 to 10 incl usive. No 

other responses, within beaj's, of either BV or PA were significant. 

B4.4. Summary of psychophysiological responses. 

Figure 26 shows a recording of typical psychophysiological response, 

both resl"ing and stimulated. 

The resull-s of j'he HR analysis show j·hai· unstirnulal'ed control responses 

are normally disl-ribul'ed and show no pattern of differences across subjects 
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Figure 26. Psychophysiol ogi cal recordings: an exolllp!e. 
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or repetitions. In contrast, the stimulated response is distinguishable from conlTol 

responses and depends on both stimulus magnilude and number of repetitions. 

Beat by beaf, there is a tendency to increased rate for 6 post sf"imulus beats and 

thereafter, especially at beqts 9 and 10, a tendency for reduced rate. However, 

this is not the only heart rate paHern, stimulus magnitude and habituation 

being depe ndent variables. 

Similarly, analysis of lhe GSR showed that the stimulated response 

was clearly i~d~~nl'ifiable in the midst of spontaneous fluci"<Jations in fhe resting 

GSR. The two stimulus magnitudes evoked differenl' responses but the GSR did 

not show a tendency to habituation. 

The unstimulated forehead vasoreaction, like hearl- rale, showed essentially 

random varia;-ions which were independent of subjects and limited differences 

were observed between fhe stimul us and control responses: blood vol ume 

showing greater reactivity than pulse amplitude. t~o purely constrictive 

responses were observed, some changes were di I ative and some showed greafer 

dispersion than the control response. No trends of habituation were nofed in 

vasoreaction. 

B4.5. Subjective responses. 

The purpose of the subiective measures, as explained in section 

BI.2 was to sel" the physiological measuremenfs against a background of 

the feelings evoked by successive stimuli. In fad the degree of correlation 

was found to be disappointing as shown in Table XVI. 
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TABLE XVi. ~orro!ai"ion (,(~) belween aU_lonon:icand subiedive responses. 

Rotio of stimulus reponses 

Comparison jsubiedJ '~~r:j:;r~~th-' IS~;5rl'1Ist/~ 
Subjective/Hearj· rate 

Subjedive/GSR 

Subjedive/Blood 
Volume 

Subjective/Pulse 
Amplitude 

I. 

1.0g group 

O.lg group 

1.0g group 

O.lg group 

1.0g group 

O.lg group 

O.lg group 

1.0g grou~ 

------------~----

-0.33 

* 0.85 

0.55 

0.41 

-0.1 

0.05 

0.17 

-0.35 

0.56 0.37 0 0.2 

0.16 0.55 0,42 0.12 

.------
0,24 J 0.35 0.72 -0.20 

0.59 0.36 -0.37 0.42 

!------- . 

0.4 -0.47 0.17 -0.48 

0.14 -0.53 0.14 0.43 

----
0 -0.8 -0.21 -0.37 

-0.1 -0.1 -0.03 -0.05 

The Spearman rank correlaj'ion coefficient was selected: it was assumed 

that the data achieved ordinal scaling. Because the absolu·te values of the 

subjective responses were meaningless, the sj'imu!ated autonomic and 

subjective responses for each subject I were converted into a ratio form I 

for example 1st/2nd .... 1st/6th slimul i. I t was these ratios whi ch 

were tested for correlation. Only one of the above differences was 

significant at the p = .05 level illustrating very poor correlaHon between j'he 

autonomic and subjective responses. Note 1'haj· j'he aubnorni c response 

used here was the maximum chcmge for GSR I but i'he average change for 

HR and vasoreaction over post stimulus I io 12. In view of i-he biphasic 

cardiac response r this method may nor have made fur! use of lhe da!'a. 
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Obviously, it was not possible to decide if j-hese data follow 

Stevens (Ref.48) power law as only two stimulus intensities were used. 

Assuming however that the law does apply as Shoenberger (Ref.50) has 

indicated then: 

where ¢ is the physical magnitude of the stimulus and 1jJ is the psychologicol 

magnitude. This experiment gave a value of n = 2.6. In relation to Steven's 

experiments r this exponent pulos startle due to vibral"ion midway between 

stimulation by continuous vibration and electric shock. 

Consider now the trend of changes in the subjective response. 

The Wilcoxon tesT waS used to detelTnine the probability i-hat the response 

to the 1st stimul us was the same (or drawn from the same populati on) as the 

comparable last stimulus response. No significant differences were detected. 

This finding may have several implications. Firsi- r thaj- no habij-uation of 

feelings of startle took place and/or second r that subjects rated the stimulus 

magnitude and not their feelings of 51-artie and lastly that j-he method of 

subjective meosuremenj- was not sufficiently sensit-ive. 

On ihe other hand r i-he probabi! i j.y of no difference between the magnil-ude 

of the subiedive response and stimuli was 0.00003. That is the subjective 

method was sensitive fo the hvo stimul us magnitudes which were used. 

wah reqard j'O the consisj-cH1cy of subjective responses r the Wilcoxon 

test showed fhat there were no significani< differences across repeJ-itions or 

between the two groups of subjects in the response rati os. 
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B5. DISCLJSSION 

B5.1. Relevance to psychophysiological theory. 

In the introduction, l'he nature of i·he orienl"i ng reaction (OR) 

and startle reaction (DR) was presented and discus·sed: are the psychophysiological 

results or this experimenl" sensitive to differences between the OR and DR? 

The heart ral"e (HR), galvanic skin reflex (GSR),vasoreaction 

comprising blood volume (BV) and pulse amplitude (PA) generally 

responded in either quali tative or quantitatively different ways 

to the two stimu! us magnil"udes, when firsj· received. However, it would 

be somewha I· premature to pia ce the measured responses in the categori es 

of Sokolovls theolY. There is evidence of a biphasic HR response consisting 

of increased rate to post stimulus beaf· 6. McDonald (Ref.5!L Lang (Ref.52), 

Brener (Ref.53) and Oldman (Ref.54) have noted similarly phased responses. 

In this experiment, response magnitude is greatest for the larger sHmul us 

but this response, along vv'ith that to the smaller stimulus, is quite distinc1" 

from normal resting fluctuations in HR. In relation to the other cardiovClscular 

responses, I·he PA showed less reactivity t·han BV, whose response was dilal'ory 

to post stimulus beat 5{ for the larger stimulus received first. For f·he smaller 

sl'imulus received first( there was no significant change of eaher PA or 

BV. The inference here is that BV and PA are insensitive to mild stimuli 

i.e. that stimulus and coniTol responses are not sufficiently distind 

and for more intense stimuli the BY along dilates. These findings are in 

agreemenl with Raskin (Ref.40) and in direct confradicfion j·o Sokolovls 

position assuming that the larger stimulus evoked f<he DR and noi" the OR. 
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The GSR was seen to support the cardiac response in as 

much as it was sensitive to johe !wo stimulus magnitudes and showed 

differences between stimulus evoked responses and spon10 aneous fluctuations. 

Wi th regard j"O ha bi tuati on I H R was the on I y res ponse to show 

differences. The nature of these was to reduced magnil"ude of response 

and a less distinct biphasic cardiac pattern. 

Clearly fhen there is more than one cardiac response and 

probably more than one cardiac OR, dependent variables being the 

novelly and physical characteristicsof the stimulus. Whether or not 

there are inter-individual differences appears to be as yet unreseOiched. 

One further poin!o with relevance to psychophysiological theory 

is summarised by Lacey (Ref. 55) . He writes: II johe autonomic 

response is a funcjnn both of l"he induced magnil"ude of autonomic activation 

and of the promptness and vigor of secondari Iy induced autonomic 

changes that serve to restrain and limit the effects of the initial disturbance il
• 

It is because of this resjTainj" or "mul"ually antagonistic action of the 

sympathetic and porasympathetic (nervous sysjoems) that a relationship 

between prestimulus level and johe size of autonomic changes does exist il
• 

Wilder (Ref. 56) named this phenomenon: lithe law of initial values". 

Its relevance 1"0 this experiment is clear and in psychophysiology eaher 

subiects should be used as their own control or for interindividual 

compmisons r the prestimulus level should be included in the analysis. 
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B5.2. Relevance to practical situations. 

So far r a number of differences bel-ween stimulus and control 

responses have been shown to be statistically significcmt. Consider 

now the practical significance of these results. 

A sl"imulus level typical of buildings was used and its 

physiological effects have been presented. These indica~e that 

the sf'imulus and control responses are distinct but only in HR do 

thes e change with repel"ition although nol' so far as to become 

extinguished. This is in spite of the fad that a high experimenl"al 

repetition rate was used. If it is to occur in practice, habitual'ion will 

have longer to do so but the inl"erstimulus inj'erval will be greater 

for any potential dishabituation. 

In some relation to these objective or unconsciously coniTolled 

physiological measures, fhere are the results of the subjective experimentation. 

The two types of measurement' agree in resped of thei r sensil"ivil"y to 

stimulus magnitude. However, fhese subjective responses do not, like 

the GSR and vasoreaction demonstrate habituation. This may indicate 

either insensitivity to habifuotion of feelings or no habij·uation. It may 

also be a symptom of the fact thot subjects, in making their judgemenls, 

were really describing the stimulus magnitude rather than the feelings of startle 

induced by the stimulus. 

With regard to lhe degree of correlation belween the subjective 

and so-called objective measurements, the results are eXhemely disappointing. 

Why l"his should be so is not immediately clear. 
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It's possible to conclude with an attack on the bosic premise 

of psychophysiology / namely that physiological and psychologi cal 

phenomena are causally linked. But such a step would be premature 

for the implication could be that the methods used for each lype of 

measurement: subiective and autonomic/ were/ in fact / measuring 

di fferent things. As suggested above / some subiects appeared 

to describe the stim~lus magnitude and not their feelings of sl'ari-Ie 

whereas one assumes that j-he physiological responses did not make 

t-his disHnction. We can cast less doubt- on the fundamental link 

in psychophysiology j'han on the methods used here, in particular 

the subiective mel-hod / to measure the desired aspect of behaviour. 

Finally f it should be poinl-ed out thai" the conlTibui'ion of the 

experiment described lies/ not in i-he absoluj-e value of subjective 

and physiological responses to a laboral'olY experiment but in l'he 

relative information one aui'onomic index with another and consciaus with 

unconscious response relationshi ps. 
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DEFI NITI ONS. 

Acceleration -

The unii<s of acceleration used throughout this thesis are vector / 

peak or single amplitude acceleration in units of g. Expressed for example 

~ O.OIOg. 

Statistical probability -

Several statistical tesis of signifi cance are used in this j<hesis. More 

usually one distribution is corrpared with a second and the i<est applied to 

determine the probability that they were drawn from the same population. 

A one tailed probability make; use of one tail of the distribution and leads 

to a probability of one distribuHon being as high (OR as low but nol< both) 

as the second. Except as noted/ this thesis used two tailed probabilities 

which leads to the probability of one distribution being differenj< from the 

second (direction being unspecified). NS is not significant i.e. the probability 

is)0.05. 
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APPENDIX A 

Vibration waveform 

The acceleraHon waveform showing the nature of the basi c waveform 

and typi cal rise/fall paf"terns for all frequencies (1.5 - 100 Hz) are shown 

in the following pages. All waveforms were recorded with a 160 lb. s1-atic 

load on the vibration platform. In each case the unil"s of the vertical scale are 

0.019z/division. For the frequencies 1.5 through 25 Hz, the recorded 

waveforms have been passed through a low pass filter (-3 dB at 100 Hz). 

All other frequencies are shown unfi I tered. 

The acceleration waveforms shown were produced by adiusting fhe 

gain control to give + O.OIOg for an aitenualor setl"ing of !OO (following 
- z 

the method described in Section A4.10). The rise and fall patterns were j-hen 

recorded. Subsequently, the attenuator was set oj- 50, 10 and zero to give 

the three lower traces; these are supposedly + 0.005, + 0.001 and zero g . 
- - z 

In some cases the qualify of the stimulus leaves much j-o be desired. 

The low frequency waveforms are somewhat distorted and j-he 100 Hz 

waveform has a high variation in intensity. Although the high 

frequency vibration (> 100 Hz) superimposed on all records was not 

perceptible to any subjeds at any fime, the stimulus quality would 

be much improved had this high frequency vibralion been absent. 
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1.5 Hz nominal 

Horizontal scale :0.5 sec/div 

2.5Hz nominal 

Horizontal scale :0.5 sec/ div. 
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+ 0.0109 : Rise waveform 
- z 

+ 0.0109 Fall waveform 
- z 

+ 0.005 9 Continuous waveform - z 

+ 0.001 9
z 

: Continuous waveform 

Zero 9 
z 

+ 0.0109 Rise w aveform 
- z 

+ 0 . 0109 Fall waveform 
- z 

+ 0.005 9 : Conti nuous waveform 
- z 

+ 0.001 9 : Continuous waveform 
- z 

Zero 9 
z 



4 .0Hz n om inal 

Hori zoni !! :, cale :'J. 7sec/div 

6 .5Hz n om inal 

Hor i z0nfa l sca l e :0.1 sec/div . 
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+0 .01 0 9 . Ri se waveform 
- z 

~ 0 . 010 g rail w(;veform 
- - z 

'; O. OC\:; 9 Con f'i nuous wavefOi",11 
z 

-10.001 tl
z 

Con tinuous WQVdOfili 

~. 0.010 CJ Ri ,c v.'(]v ·:· fo rnl 
- 'z 

O.nu', q : CnlliiIIL' ·:' t.'s w('\'C'f, '.;~, 
• Z 

/ Fro Ci 
~7 



10 Hz nominal 

Hori zon tal scale :SOn:sec/div 

15 Hz ilominal 

Horizon tol scale :50 m sec/div. 
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-t 0.0 10 gRise woveform 
-- z 

+ 0.010 9 loll woveforrn - z 

+ 0.005 9 ContinuoLJs wavc:l oi":n 
- z 

+ 0.001 9 Conlinuous wavdnrm 
- z 

Z ero 9 
z 

+ 0. 010 9 Ri,8 wClvefonn 
- z 

+ O. (J 109 Fed I wa,,:: forrn 
-- z 

-+ 0.005 9 : COt~~ i':lI ()u:" vJGvLflJ in: 
Z 

+ 0 .001 9. : ( o, dinu .)us v/ O VL. f(l,; 1l 
L 

/'('1'00 
"z 



25 Hz nom ina l 

Horizontal scale :S(}" sec/div 

-/0.010 9 Ri :.(: wavefolm 
- z 

-I () . (11 0 q Fa II wClveform 
- ' z 

·1 U. OG~) q Co:"tin ucu,. wcvdorm 
.- 'z 

+ Cl.O:l1 9 C ~) niin uo us wCl vc [onn 
z 

40 Hz i)Qminal 

Horiz,,") ta l sca le :20 n: se c/ cli ·: . 

-: 0. 0109 Ri ,c wa vcform 
-- z 

·1 0 . 010 q r u II \V (weforr 'l 
- .... z 

7e"o (J , z 
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65 Hz nominal 

Hori 7.sntal scale; 10 msec/ div. 
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+ 0.0109 Rise waveform 
- z 

+ 1).0109 Fall wav eform 
- z 

+ 0.005 9 Conti nuous waveform 
- z 

+ 0.001 9
z 

Con tinuous waveform 

Zero 9 
z 



100 Hz nominal 

Horizonta! scale: 10 msec/div . 
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+ 0.010 9 Rise waveform 
- z 

+ 0.010 9 Fall waveform 
- z 

+ O. OlO 9 : Continuous waveform 
- z 

+ 0.005 9 : Continuous waveform 
- z 

+ 0.001 9 : Continuous waveform 
- z 

Zero 9 
z 



Minimum vibration levels for main experiment 

Vertical scale 

Horizontal scale 

+ 0.01 9 / division 

10 msec / division 
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Accel eration wa',eform : 
v ibrator sw itched on and 
platform at ' zero' g . 

..... Ditto - filtered. 

r Accel eration waveform 
~measurement system at 'zero' g . 

...... Ditto - filtered. 



APPENDIX C 

Notes on I'he derivation of i'he perception curves from previous invesHgations. 

Notes for figures I and 21 

Data from Oshima (Ref. 16) is excluded, as limited frequency range 

(I.5 - 1.9 Hz) did not warrant inclusion. 

Data from Reiher and Meister (Ref. IS) is excluded because its 

form is inappropriate. Theshold has shape and position similar j'o Meister 

(Ref. 14). 

Author Derivation 

2. Brumaghin (1967) As reported 

3. Chaney (1964) Fig. 100f his report 

4. Chaney (1965) Fig. 9 of his repor]' 

5. CEBS (1966) Fig. shown in the report 

9. Gorri II and Synder (1957) Fig. S of j'heir report 

II. Helberg and Sperling (1941) * Hanes (Ref. 10) Fi g. 1 

13. Jackl i nand Liddel! (1933 early) Fig. IS of their report 

Jack! in and Liddell (! 933 later) Fig. 22 of i-heir report 

14. Meisler (! 935) *Hanes (Ref. 10) Fig. 1 

23. von Bekesy (1939) Fig. 3 of his reporj-

2S. Louda (1970) Fig. 6 of his report 

-------"'- _. ___ -~ ___ ~ .. s 

* Hones (Ref. I 0) cal culai'ions I converti ng displacemenl" i'o 

acceleration! are assumed to be correcL 
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C.V 
0-. 

Acceleration waveforms 

Nominal values: .:::!.O and.:!: 0.1 9 

20 Hz and I second duration. 

-I 
'< v 
() 
Q 

< -. 
u ..., 
Q 0 .... 
0 
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APPENDIX E. 

Sonic boom induced building vibration: summary of measurements at Edwards AFB (Ref. 46) 

Flight test studies were conducted by I·he USAF in the vicinity of Edwards, 

California during June 1966. In two residential structures (EI and E2), a number 

of monitoring instruments were positioned incl uding accelerometers mounted 

on concrete blocks in the middle of several rooms. These accelerometers were 

sensitive to vertical vibration: a summary of results is given in Table XVII below. 

TABLE XVII. Sonic boom induced building vibrations 

r 
Outside 

Peak Acceleration (+g ) 
2 

House 
- z 

Overpressure I b/ft 
Room 

Number / 
"' 

,/ 

Range 
/ 

Mean Range 

... - -
Living 

0.056 - 0.294 0.167 
room 

EI Family 
0.026 - 0.246 0.104 0.97 - 5.50 

room 

Bedroom 0.029 - 0.264 0.132 

--
Dining 

0.009 - 0.230 0.100 0.99 - 5.50 

room 

E2 Bedroom 0.008 - 0.210 0.075 ditto 

Maitress 
O. 020 - O. 039 0.025 1.51 - 4.36 

on Bed 

-- =- .. ~ -_. --
Predominant frequency = 20 Hz wilh duraiions <: I sec. 
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